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• Experimental signature: few signal tracks in an otherwise empty detector
• Wide acceptance coverage is important to ensure event emptiness
• Trigger challenge
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План семинара

• Ультрапериферические столкновения ионов 

• Явление ядерной экранировки, модель Грибова-Глаубера  

• Упругие (Глаубер) и неупругие (Грибов) ядерные экранировки в 
когерентном фоторождении ρ мезонов в УПС ядер свинца на БАК 

• Когерентное фоторождение J/𝜓 в УПС ядер свинца на БАК и ядерные 
глюонные экранировки
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Ультрапериферические столкновения 
• Ультрапериферические столкновения (УПС) 
ионов: взаимодействие при больших прицельных 
параметрах b >> RA+RB  → адронное 
взаимодействие подавлено → взаимодействие 
за счет обмена квази-реальными фотонами, т.н. 
приближение эквивалентных фотонов 
Вайцзеккера-Вильямса, Budnev, Ginzburg, Meledin, Serbo, 
Phys. Rept. 15 (1975) 181

A.J. Baltz et al. / Physics Reports 458 (2008) 1–171 5

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of an ultraperipheral collision of two ions. The impact parameter, b, is larger than the sum of the two radii, RA + RB .
Reprinted from Ref. [3] with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 2. A schematic view of (a) an electromagnetic interaction where photons emitted by the ions interact with each other, (b) a photon–nuclear
reaction in which a photon emitted by an ion interacts with the other nucleus, (c) photonuclear reaction with nuclear breakup due to photon
exchange.

The photoproduction cross section can also be factorized into the product of the photonuclear cross section and the
photon flux, dN� /dk,

�X =

Z
dk

dN�

dk
�

�
X (k), (4)

where �
�
X (k) is the photonuclear cross section.

The photon flux used to calculate the two-photon luminosity in Eq. (2) and the photoproduction cross section in Eq.
(4) is given by the Weizsäcker–Williams method [8]. The flux is evaluated in impact parameter space, as is appropriate
for heavy-ion interactions [9,10]. The flux at distance r away from a charge Z nucleus is
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where w = kr/�L and K0(w) and K1(w) are modified Bessel functions. The photon flux decreases exponentially
above a cutoff energy determined by the size of the nucleus. In the laboratory frame, the cutoff is kmax ⇡ �L h̄c/RA. In
the rest frame of the target nucleus, the cutoff is boosted to Emax = (2� 2

L � 1)h̄c/RA, about 500 GeV at RHIC and 1
PeV (1000 TeV) at the LHC. The photon flux for heavy ions at RHIC and the LHC is depicted in Fig. 4. Also shown,
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• УПС позволяют изучать фотон-
фотонные и фотон-ядерные 
взаимодействия при 
беспрецедентно высоких энергиях 
(energy frontier) → достигаются 
инвариантные энергии вплоть до 
W𝛾p=5 Тэв, W𝛾A=700 Гэв, W𝛾𝛾=4.2 Тэв

Bertulani, Klein, Nystrand, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 55 (2005) 271; Baltz et al, Phys. Rept. 480 (2008) 1; 
Contreras and Tapia-Takaki, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 30 (2015) 1542012
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Ультрапериферические столкновения (2) 
• Широкий круг изучаемых процессов в рамках Стандартной модели (СМ) 
и новой физики. 
• 𝛾p и 𝛾A рассеяние → открытые вопросы структуры адронов в КХД: 

- глюонные плотности при малых х в протоне до хp ~ 10-6 и ядрах до хA ~ 
6×10-4 из эксклюзивного фоторождения чармониев 

- поиск признаков насыщения глюонной плотности при малых х в этих 
процессах 

- обычные и дифракционные глюонные и кварковые распределения в ядрах 
при 0.005 < хA < 0.5 из фоторождения 2х струй 

- поиски оддерона в pA УПС 
- уточнение моделей адронной структуры фотона и механизма ядерной 
экранировки из фоторождения ρ мезонов на ядрах

• 𝛾𝛾 рассеяние → поиски новой физики: 
- в сечение дают вклад как частицы СМ так и векторные фермионы, 
аксионоподобные частицы (ALP), магнитные монополи 

- аномальное четверное взаимодействие калибровочных бозонов из 𝛾𝛾 → 
W+W- 

- дипольный момент 𝜏, суперсимметрия из 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏+𝜏-
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Фоторождение векторных мезонов в УПС

B B

A A

!
"

• В эксперименте УПС характеризуются отсутствием активности в 
детекторе кроме 2х лептонных (пионных) треков от распада J/𝜓 (ρ)                                  to ultra-peripheral collisions

• Experimental signature: few signal tracks in an otherwise empty detector
• Wide acceptance coverage is important to ensure event emptiness
• Trigger challenge

4

• Дополнительное условие: отсутствие или малое число форвадных 
нейтронов в калориметрах нулевого угла (ZDC).   
                      • Когерентное (без развала ядра) рассеяние определяется из 
зависимости сечения от поперечного импульса лептонной (пионной) пары 
pT. 

• Число событий прошедших отбор в ALICE при у~0:  
- ρ:  ~7000 (Run 1), ~ 6×104 (Run 2), 5.5×109 (Run 3-4)   
- J/𝜓:  ~500 (Run 1), ~4000 (Run 2), 1.1×106 (Run 3-4)                  

J/𝜓 (ρ)
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Фоторождение векторных мезонов в УПС (2)

B B

A A

!
"

• В УПС каждый ион служит как источником фотонов, так и мишенью → 
сечение дается суммой 2х членов:                                

J/𝜓 (ρ)

2

II. INCOHERENT VECTOR MESON PHOTOPRODUCTION IN HEAVY-ION ULTRAPERIPHERAL
COLLISIONS

In the case of incoherent photoproduction of ! mesons in symmetric UPCs of ions A and using the equivalent
photon approximation [17], the UPC cross section can be written in the following form [1]

d"AA!!AA!

dy
= N"/A(y)""A!!A!(y) +N"/A(!y)""A!!A!(!y) , (1)

where N"/A(y) is the photon flux; y is the rapidity of the produced ! meson. Since each ion can serve as a source of
photons and a target, Eq. (1) contains two contributions corresponding to the right-moving photon source (first term)
and the left-moving source (second term), respectively. Equation (1) implies the situation (experimental set-up), when
the final state contains only a (reconstructed) ! meson, two large rapidity gaps and no special requirement is imposed
on the number of forward nucleons, which are emitted in the nuclear break-up. However, requiring that UPCs are
accompanied by forward neutron emission detected by zero-degree calorimeters (ZDCs) allows one to disentangle with
a high probability and a reasonable accuracy the two terms in Eq. (1), see the discussion in Ref. [18].
The photon flux N"/A(y) in Eq. (1) is given by the convolution of the photon flux produced by a fast moving ion at

the distance #b from its center, N"/A($,#b) [19], with the probability not to have strong interactions at given #b, !AA(b),

N"/A(y) =

!

d2#bN"/A($,#b)!AA(#b) . (2)

where

!AA(#b) = exp

"

!"NN

!

d2#b1TA(#b1)TA(#b !#b1)
#

. (3)

In Eq. (3), TA(#b) = A
$"
#" dz!A(#b, z) is the nuclear optical density, where !A is the nuclear density, which we calculated

using the Hartree–Fock–Skyrme approach [20]; "NN is the energy-dependent nucleon–nucleon total cross section [21].
Combining the vector meson dominance (VMD) model for the %N " !N amplitude with the high-energy optical

limit of the Glauber model and using the completeness (closure) of the nuclear final states A$, the expression for the
cross section of incoherent photoproduction of ! mesons (and other vector mesons amenable to the VMD model) can
be presented in the following form [22]

"Glauber
"A!!A! =

"

e

f!

#2 !

d2#b
%

#0|!†
A(b)!A(b)|0$ ! #0|!†

A(b)|0$#0|!A(b)|0$
&

, (4)

where f! is the photon–meson coupling fixed by the !" e+e# decay width, f2
!/(4&) = 2.01±0.1; the notation #| . . . |$

stands for the integration with the ground-state nuclear wave function squared (nuclear density). In Eq. (4), !A(b) is
the !–nucleus scattering amplitude in the impact parameter space (profile function),

!A(b) = 1!
A
'

i=1

(1! !N (b! si)) , (5)

which is expressed through the !–nucleon amplitudes !N ,

!N (b ! si) =
"!N
4&B

e#(b#si)
2/(2B) , (6)

where si is the transverse coordinate of ith nucleon; "!N is the total ! meson–nucleon cross section; B is the slope
of the t dependence of the !N " !N cross section. Note that in the high-energy limit, one can safely neglect the
longitudinal momentum transfer to nucleons and the nucleon ordering. Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) in Eq. (4) and
assuming independent nucleons in the nuclear wave function, one obtains

#0|!†
A(b)!A(b)|0$ ! #0|!†

A(b)|0$#0|!A(b)|0$ =

(

1!
"!N
A

TA(b) +
"2
!N

16&BA
TA(b)

)A

!
*

1!
"!N
2A

TA(b)
+2A

= exp

,

!"!NTA(b) +
"2
!N

16&B
TA(b)

-

! exp [!"!NTA(b)] =

(

1! exp

,

!
"2
!N

16&B
TA(b)

-)

exp

,

!"!NTA(b) +
"2
!N

16&B
TA(b)

-

%
"2
!N

16&B
TA(b) exp

,

!

(

"!N !
"2
!N

16&B

)

TA(b)

-

. (7)

- виртуальность фотонов Q2 ~ 1/(RA)2 
- интенсивность потока ~ Z2 
- максимальная энергия фотонов ~ 𝛾L

сечение фоторождения

• Фотонный поток  из КЭД + подавление сильного взаимодействия при 
малых b. Часто используют приближенное выражение:                              
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Photoproduction of light vector mesons in Xe-Xe ultraperipheral collisions at the
LHC and the nuclear density of Xe-129

V. Guzey,1, 2, 3 E. Kryshen,1 and M. Zhalov1
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We make predictions for cross sections of ! and " vector meson photoproduction in ultraperipheral
Xe-Xe collisions at

!

sNN = 5.44 TeV. Analyzing the momentum transfer distribution of ! mesons
in this process, we explore the feasibility of extracting the nuclear density of 129Xe, which is needed
in searches for dark matter with Xenon-based detectors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Collisions of ultrarelativistic ions at large impact parameters – the so-called ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs)
– provide opportunities to explore photon–photon, photon–proton, and photon–nucleus interactions at previously
unattainable high energies [1]. In particular, a test run of collisions of Xenon ions was performed at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) in Fall 2017. The experiments have collected several µb!1 of statistics, which is su!cient to study
photoproduction of light ! and " vector mesons. Extending the formalism [2], which reasonably describes coherent !
meson photoproduction in Au-Au UPCs [3] at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and Pb-Pb UPCs [4] at the
LHC, we consider coherent and incoherent ! and " meson photoproduction in Xe-Xe UPCs in the LHC kinematics at!
sNN = 5.44 TeV and predict the corresponding UPC cross sections as functions of the vector meson rapidity y and

the momentum transfer t. These predictions combined with the earlier results for Pb-Pb UPCs provide the nuclear
mass number A dependence of our approach to nuclear shadowing in light vector meson photoproduction on nuclei
and can be compared to the future LHC data.
In the past, based on the vector meson dominance (VMD) model, photoproduction of light vector mesons on nuclei

was used to determine the meson–nucleon cross section and to constrain the nuclear matter density distribution of
the target [5]. To our knowledge, only the root-mean-square (rms) charge radii of Xe isotopes have been extracted
from isotope shift measurements [6] and the charge density distribution of 132Xe was recently determined [7] from
electron-xenon elastic scattering at SCRIT facility. At the same time the nuclear matter distribution, the e"ective
nuclear radius, and the structure factors of Xe isotopes are of key importance for Dark Matter experiments searching
for weakly interacting massive particles (WIMP) with Xenon-based detectors (for details, see, e.g. [8–10]). In this
note we demonstrate that the measurement of ! photoproduction in Xe-Xe UPC at the LHC can be used to gain
information on the nuclear matter distribution in 129Xe.

II. COHERENT AND INCOHERENT CROSS SECTIONS OF ! AND " PHOTOPRODUCTION IN

NUCLEUS–NUCLEUS UPCS

The cross section of coherent and incoherent (the target nucleus breaks up) cross section of vector meson V
(V = !,") photoproduction in symmetric nucleus–nucleus UPCs reads [1]:

d#AA"V AA!(y)

dy
= N!/A(y)#!A"V A!(y) +N!/A("y)#!A"V A!("y) , (1)

where N!/A is the photon flux; y is the rapidity of the produced vector meson V ; #!A"V A!(y) is the photoproduction
cross section. The target nucleus label A# stands for both coherent A# = A and incoherent A# #= A cases. The presence
of two terms with the opposite rapidities in Eq. (1) reflects the fact that each colliding ion can serve as a source of
photons and as a target.
The photon flux N!/A(y) produced by an ultrarelativistic ion in nucleus–nucleus UPCs in Eq. (1) can be very well

approximated by the photon flux due to a point-like charge Z:

N!/A(y) =
2Z2$e.m.

%

!

&K0(&)K1(&)"
&2

2

"

K2
1 (&)"K2

0 (&)
#

$

, (2)
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where !e.m. is the fine-structure constant; K0,1 are Bessel functions of the second kind; " = #bmin/$L; # = (MV /2)ey

is the photon energy for given y, where MV is the vector meson mass; $L is the nucleus Lorentz factor in the laboratory
frame; bmin is the minimal transverse distance between the centers of the colliding nuclei specifying the ultraperipheral
collision. Its value bmin ! 2RA (RA is the radius of the nucleus) is found by requiring that Eq. (2) reproduces the
photon flux, which is calculated as convolution over impact parameters of the flux of equivalent photons produced by
the charge distribution of the radiating nucleus with the probability to not have the strong inelastic interactions in a
given nucleus–nucleus collision.
In high-energy UPCs of heavy ions with the large charge Z, the photoproduction process can be accompanied by

additional photon exchanges between colliding ions because the parameter !2
e.m.Z

2 is not small. These additional
photon exchanges may lead to excitations of one or both colliding nuclei [11, 12], which typically decay by emission
of one or more neutrons moving along the direction of ion beams and detected by zero-degree calorimeters (ZDCs).
The low-energy electromagnetic excitation of nuclei and the high-energy vector meson photoproduction in UPC can
be considered as independent processes because of the large di!erence in time scales. Hence, one can account for
the additional photon exchanges by modifying the photon flux and, thus, selecting photoproduction of vector mesons
in nucleus–nucleus UPCs in di!erent channels i, which are specified by emission of various number of neutrons
i = (0n0n, 1n1n, 0nXn,XnXn, . . .) [13]. In particular, the photon flux for channel i reads:

N i
!/A(y) =

!

!

2RA

d2%bN!/A(y,%b)Pi(%b) (3)

where N!/A(y,%b) is the photon flux at the transverse distance b (impact parameter) from the center of the nucleus,

which produces it; Pi(%b) is the probability to emit a given number of neutrons corresponding to channel i. This
approach describes very well the ALICE data on electromagnetic dissociation in Pb-Pb UPCs [14] and is implemented
in the Starlight Monte Carlo generator [15], which is commonly used for calculations and simulations of various UPC
processes. Note that an alternative approach to electromagnetic excitation of nuclei with neutron emission in UPCs,
which is based on the Hauser–Feshbach formalism and which provides a good description of the RHIC and LHC data
on electromagnetic excitations in UPCs, was developed in [16].
The coherent $A " V A cross section &!A""A in Eq. (1) can be calculated using the combination of the Gribov–

Glauber model for nuclear shadowing and a model for hadronic fluctuations for the $N " V N cross section [2, 17].
This approach provides a good description of the data on coherent ' photoproduction on heavy nuclei in UPCs at
RHIC and the LHC (Run 1). It is based on the observation that at high energies, the real photon interacts with
hadronic targets by means of its long-lived hadronic components (fluctuations). Each fluctuation is characterized by
the cross section & and interacts independently with nucleons of a nuclear target; the probability distribution of these
fluctuations P (&) is constrained using the experimental data on the elastic $p " V p and the di!raction dissociation
$p " Xp cross sections, see details in Ref. [2, 18]. Thus, the $A " V A cross section in the large W!N -limit (W!N is
the invariant photon–nucleus energy per nucleon) is given by the following expression:

&mVMD#GGM
!A"V A (W!N ) =

"

e

fV

#2 !

d2%b

$

$

$

$

!

d&P (&)
%

1# e#
!

2
T̃A(#b)

&

$

$

$

$

2

, (4)

where fV is the $ # V coupling constant (f2
"/4( = 2.01 for ' and f2

$/4( = 13.7 for )); T̃A(%b) =
'

!

#!
dz'A(%b, z) #

(lc&)/2
'

!

#!
dz'2A(

%b, z) is the nuclear optical density, which also takes into account short-range nucleon–nucleon (NN)
correlations in the nuclear wave function, where 'A(b, z) is the nuclear density and lc = #0.74 fm is the NN correlation
length. For lower values of W!N $ O(

%
2RAmNMV ) ! 5 GeV, the expression in Eq. (4) should be corrected by

including the e!ects of the non-zero longitudinal momentum transfer in the $N " V N amplitude (the e!ect of
nuclear coherence). It suppresses the d&AA"V AA/dy UPC cross section (1) at forward and backward rapidities but
does not a!ect it near y ! 0.
In the case of incoherent nuclear scattering, the $A " V A$ quasi-elastic cross section &!A""A! can be calculated

using completeness of final nuclear states A$, see, e.g. [5]. Applying the photon fluctuations to the nuclear scattering
amplitudes, one obtains:

&mVMD#GGM
!A"V A! (W!N ) = &!N"V N (W!N )

!

d2%b T̃A(%b)

$

$

$

$

!

d&P (&)
&

&&'
e#

!

2
T̃A(#b)

$

$

$

$

2

, (5)

where &&' =
'

d&P (&)&. Equation (5) has a clear physical interpretation: quasi-elastic photoproduction of ' mesons
on a nuclear target corresponds to elastic ' production on any from all A target nucleons with the condition that
interactions with remaining nucleons do not lead to inelastic production. The probability to not have inelastic

2
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$p " Xp cross sections, see details in Ref. [2, 18]. Thus, the $A " V A cross section in the large W!N -limit (W!N is
the invariant photon–nucleus energy per nucleon) is given by the following expression:
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where fV is the $ # V coupling constant (f2
"/4( = 2.01 for ' and f2

$/4( = 13.7 for )); T̃A(%b) =
'

!

#!
dz'A(%b, z) #

(lc&)/2
'

!

#!
dz'2A(

%b, z) is the nuclear optical density, which also takes into account short-range nucleon–nucleon (NN)
correlations in the nuclear wave function, where 'A(b, z) is the nuclear density and lc = #0.74 fm is the NN correlation
length. For lower values of W!N $ O(

%
2RAmNMV ) ! 5 GeV, the expression in Eq. (4) should be corrected by

including the e!ects of the non-zero longitudinal momentum transfer in the $N " V N amplitude (the e!ect of
nuclear coherence). It suppresses the d&AA"V AA/dy UPC cross section (1) at forward and backward rapidities but
does not a!ect it near y ! 0.
In the case of incoherent nuclear scattering, the $A " V A$ quasi-elastic cross section &!A""A! can be calculated

using completeness of final nuclear states A$, see, e.g. [5]. Applying the photon fluctuations to the nuclear scattering
amplitudes, one obtains:
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where &&' =
'

d&P (&)&. Equation (5) has a clear physical interpretation: quasi-elastic photoproduction of ' mesons
on a nuclear target corresponds to elastic ' production on any from all A target nucleons with the condition that
interactions with remaining nucleons do not lead to inelastic production. The probability to not have inelastic

y = быстрота мезона



Ядерная экранировка 
• Ядерная экранировка = подавление сечения на ядрах по сравнение с 
суммой сечений на нуклонах σA < A σN. 

• Наблюдается при рассеянии различных налетающих частиц (p, 𝜋, 𝛾, 𝛾*,ν) 
при высох энергиях (> 1 ГэВ). 

• Объясняется деструктивной интерференцией амплитуд для 
взаимодействия с 1, 2, 3, …A нуклонами ядра  → нуклоны на задней 
поверхности ядра испытывают поток, ослабленный (экранированный) 
передними нуклонами →  σA~A2/3 

• Классический пример: полное пион-дейтронное сечение  

7

 elastic intermediate state, Glauber (1955)

 inelastic intermediate state, Gribov (1969)
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Fig. 1. The space–time picture of the interaction of a fast pion with two nucleons of a nuclear target.

Fig. 2. Graphs for pion–deuteron scattering.

realized long time ago that many characteristics of the deuteron can be understood within this approximation [110]. This
example of soft QCD dynamics will be of use for us in the consideration of hard nuclear processes in Section 3.

For certainty, let us consider scattering of a pion with high momentum p on a deuteron at rest. The corresponding
scattering amplitude is given by the sum of the diagrams in Fig. 2. The left graph corresponds to the interaction with one
nucleon of the target; this contribution is called the impulse approximation. The right graph corresponds to the simultaneous
interaction with both nucleons of the target and leads to a small negative contribution to the total pion–deuteron cross
section, which is called the nuclear shadowing correction.

Below we consider each graph in detail, assuming for simplicity that all involved particles and the deuteron are spinless
and the proton and the neutron are indistinguishable.

The contribution of the impulse approximation to the pion–deuteron scattering amplitude, F imp
D (s, q), is

F imp
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where � is the D ! NN vertex; fN is the pion–nucleon scattering amplitude; m is the nucleon mass; q is the momentum
transfer; p1 is the momentum of the initial deuteron. The momentum flow used in Eq. (4) is depicted in Fig. 3.

In the deuteron rest frame, the inverse nucleon propagators in Eq. (4) are
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude f in terms of Pomeron exchanges in the t-channel.

Fig. 6. An example of the contribution to the pion–deuteron cross section that vanishes at large energies.

The optical theorem relates the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude f to the ⇡N ! XN cross section. Since at high
energies inelastic processes are determined by the Pomeron exchange in the t-channel, =m f is determined by the diagram
presented in Fig. 5. A direct evaluation gives

=m f (s1, Ek2, s0) = �4p0m2(2⇡)3
d3�⇡N

diff (
Ek)

d3Ek
, (16)

where �⇡N
diff is the cross section of all diffractive processes (⇡N ! XN) with a small momentum transfer Ek to the nucleon.

Note that =m f < 0 since each of the Pomeron exchange amplitudes is purely imaginary.
Applying the optical theorem to the pion–deuteron scattering amplitude at q = 0 and using Eqs. (9) and (16), we obtain

the total pion–deuteron cross section,

�⇡D
tot = 2�⇡N

tot � 2
Z

dEk2⇢
⇣
4Ek2

⌘ d�⇡N
diff (

Ek)
dEk2

. (17)

Eq. (17) expresses the shadowing correction to the total hadron–deuteron cross section in terms of the hadron–nucleon
diffractive cross section.

As derived by Gribov, Eq. (17) assumes that the real part of the scattering amplitude f is zero (this corresponds to
the intercept of the Pomeron trajectory ↵P(0) = 1). However, this assumption is not necessary and Eq. (17) can be
straightforwardly generalized:

�⇡D
tot = 2�⇡N

tot � 2
1 � ⌘2

1 + ⌘2

Z
dEk2⇢

⇣
4Ek2

⌘ d�⇡N
diff (

Ek)
dEk2

, (18)

where ⌘ is the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of the scattering amplitude f . The fast convergence of the integral over
dEk2 in Eq. (18) allows us to neglect a weak dependence of ⌘ on k2.

It should be noted that the graphs in Fig. 2 give the complete answer for the pion–deuteron scattering amplitude at
high pionmomenta. Other contributions, for instance, the diagram presented in Fig. 6, vanish as p ! 1 [112]. The physical
reason for the negligibly small contribution of the diagram in Fig. 6 is that during the short time required for the pion to cover
the distance between the two nucleons, the slow nucleons in the deuteron cannot (do not have enough time to) interact.

It is possible to extend the Gribov analysis to include the relativistic motion of the nucleons using the light-cone
formalism. One finds that the corrections due to the nucleon Fermi motion are very small due to the dominance of the
pn intermediate states in the deuteronwave function up to the internal momenta⇠500MeV/c. Note here that a small value
of the admixture of non-nucleonic states in the nucleus wave function is confirmed by the smallness of the EMC effect due
to hadronic effects up to x ⇠ 0.55, see the discussion in Section 5.17.
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dEk2 in Eq. (18) allows us to neglect a weak dependence of ⌘ on k2.

It should be noted that the graphs in Fig. 2 give the complete answer for the pion–deuteron scattering amplitude at
high pionmomenta. Other contributions, for instance, the diagram presented in Fig. 6, vanish as p ! 1 [112]. The physical
reason for the negligibly small contribution of the diagram in Fig. 6 is that during the short time required for the pion to cover
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formalism. One finds that the corrections due to the nucleon Fermi motion are very small due to the dominance of the
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Ядерный форм-фактор Пион-нуклонное дифр. сечение с учетом упругого



Модель экранировок Грибова-Глаубера 
• Связь ядерной экранировки с дифракционным сечением можно 
обобщить на случай рассеяния фотонов на тяжелых ядрах.   

• Поправка с полному 𝛾A сечению, Karmanov, Kondratyuk, JETP Lett. 18 (1973) 266; Kaidalov 
et al, EPJ C 5 (1998) 111; Piller, Weise, Phys. Rept. 330 (2000) 1
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interactions of the excited hadronic states with several nucleons in the target become important.
A simple way to account for those is a frequently used equation derived by Karmanov and
Kondratyuk [156]:

!"!H!
"!8!! d"b!!#

$#
dz

%!!#

"%
dz

"
#
!
(b, z

%
)#

!
(b, z

"
)

"!#"

&$"
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dM"
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cos[(z

"
!z

%
)/$]

d""!"##!H(
dM"

'
dt "

%$)
exp#!"

'(
2 ! ""

"%
dz#

!
(b, z)$ . (5.18)

The exponential attenuation factor describes the elastic re-scattering of the di!ractively produced
hadronic states from the remaining nucleons in the target. The hadron}nucleon scattering ampli-
tudes are assumed to be purely imaginary and enter in Eq. (5.18) through the cross sections "

'(
.

Eq. (5.18) has been applied in several investigations of nuclear shadowing using di!erent models
for the di!ractive photoproduction cross section. The more detailed results are discussed in Section
5.4, but we can get a simple estimate of nuclear shadowing at small Bjorken-x already by just
looking at the relative amount of di!raction in DIS from free nucleons [67]. We restrict ourselves
to the double scattering correction (5.17). For x;0.1, the coherence length $ of the hadronic states
which dominate di!ractive production in Eq. (5.17), exceed the diameter of the target nucleus. In
the limit $PR we "nd

"*"+
!H!

K!8!B"!"##!H(! d"b!!#

$#
dz

%!!#

"%

dz
"

#
!
(b, z

%
)#

!
(b, z

"
) . (5.19)

The slope parameter B and the integrated di!ractive production cross section "!"##!H(
have been

introduced as in Eqs. (5.12) and (5.15).
For the nuclear densities in Eq. (5.19) we use Gaussian,

#
!
(r)"A% 3

2!%r"&
!
&,-"exp%! 3 r "

2%r"&
!
& , (5.20)

and square-well parametrizations,

#
!
(r)"'A

3
4!% 3

5%r2&
!
&,-" for r(#.

,
%r"&%-"

!

0 otherwise ,
(5.21)

with the mean square radius %r"&
!

"'d,r r"#
!
(r)/A. For both cases the shadowing ratio R

!
"

"!H!
/A"!H(

is easily worked out:

R
!

K1!CA% B
%r"&

!
& "!"##!H(

"!H(
. (5.22)

For Gaussian nuclear densities one "nds C"3, while C"2.7 in the square-well case.
Using again typical values for the ratio of di!ractive and total (HN cross sections,

"!"##!H(
/"!H(

K0.1, and for the slope parameter, BK8 GeV$", the magnitude of R
!

comes out in very
reasonable agreement with experimental values as shown in Table 1. This estimate may be simple
(in fact, higher-order multiple scattering must be included in a more detailed analysis) but it

44 G. Piller, W. Weise / Physics Reports 330 (2000) 1}94

• Учет дифракции фотонов в малые 
и большие массы 𝛾+p→X(MX)+p 
ведет к успешному описанию 
данных на фиксированных ядерных 
мишенях, Adeluyi, Fai, PRC 74 (2006) 054904 
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FIG. 5: (Color Online) Shadowing ratio calculated at W =
15 GeV (crosses) and W = 25 GeV (stars). Data are from
the NMC (shaded circles) and E665 (shaded boxes) collabo-
rations. The NMC point corresponding to 12C is displaced
slightly for better visibility. The dashed lines are energy-
dependent fits according to (20) as described in the text.

available data points at NMC energies. For small A the
shadowing ratio decreases rapidly with A, while for large
A the decrease is more gradual. The calculated result
also falls steeply with increasing W .

The dashed lines in Fig. 5 represent a two-parameter
fit of the standard form

RS
A = !0A

!1!1 (20)

to the calculated results, with energy-dependent param-
eters !0 and !1. In order to determine the energy depen-
dence of the fit parameters we calculated the shadowing
ratio for W in the range 10 ! W ! 30 GeV. The energy
dependence of the fit coe!cients can be described as

!0 = 0.720 + 0.118 ln(W ) (21)

and

!1 = 1.143" 0.075 ln(W ) , (22)

where W is the center-of-mass energy in GeV.
The fit does very well for the entire mass range for

low W and deviates from the calculated result at large

A as W increases. This seems to suggest that the mass
dependence of the calculated shadowing ratio at large
A and increasing W is not as simple as in eq. (20).
A five-parameter fourth-degree polynomial with energy-
dependent coe!cients gives a good fit for the entire mass
range and at all energies considered. However, we pre-
fer the simple physical picture of the two-parameter fit,
which is adequate considering the experimental and the-
oretical error bars.

The uncertainties of our calculation are mostly related
to the various parameterizations of the di"ractive dissoci-
ation cross section. The delta function parameterization
for the " and # mesons should be satisfactory, and the
width of the $ meson has been taken into account. Re-
finements of the spectral function (13) are possible, and
improvements of the treatment of the $" resonance re-
gion is also left for future work. The uncertainties in the
continuum are associated with the neglect of sub-leading
reggeons and of interference terms. Furthermore, the
use of an e"ective scattering cross section to account for
multiple scattering is an approximation, as is using real-
photon information (Q2 = 0) at small, but non-vanishing
Q2. We estimate the overall uncertainty of our calculated
results to be in the 20% range.

V. CONCLUSION

We have calculated the shadowing ratio at very small
Bjorken-x for nuclei in the range 3 < A < 239 using Gri-
bov theory. We included the e"ect of the real part of
the di"ractive scattering amplitude. The photon di"rac-
tive dissociation cross section, which serves as an input
to our calculation, was parameterized as a function of
the invariant mass of the di"ractively produced hadronic
excitation using vector meson dominance and Regge the-
ory in three mass intervals: low-mass vector mesons, $"

resonances, and continuum. The parameters needed are
taken from earlier studies that fit experimental data.

It is found that the calculated shadowing ratio de-
creases with mass number first rapidly and then more
slowly. To be able to compare to NMC/E665 data, the
calculations are all at low center-of-mass energy, and the
decrease with A is stronger as the center-of-mass energy
increases. We find that Gribov theory gives a reasonable
estimate of the mass dependence of nuclear shadowing at
small Bjorken-x.
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to x ! 0.1, the longitudinal propagation length of di!rac-
tively excited hadrons rises and eventually reaches nu-
clear dimensions. Thus, for heavy nuclei interactions of
the excited hadronic state with several nucleons in the
target become important and should be accounted for.
Following [7] we introduce an attenuation factor with an
e!ective hadron-nucleon cross section, !e! . The shadow-
ing correction can thus be written as

"!!!A =
A(A " 1)
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"
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"
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The e!ective hadron-nucleon cross section, !e! in eq. (4)
is defined as

!e! =
16#

!!N (1 + $2)

" W 2

4m2
!

dM2
X

d2!di!
!!N

dM2
Xdt

#

#

#

#

#

t#0

, (5)

where !!N is the photon-nucleon cross section. The de-
tails of this approach and the approximations inherent in
the definition of !e! are treated thoroughly in [7]. For
vector mesons as the intermediate hadronic excitations,
we take !V N as !e! in the attenuation factor in eq. (4),
where !V N is the vector meson-nucleon scattering cross
section.

When x ! 0.1, it is a good approximation to ignore
the phase factor, exp i[(z1 " z2)/'], in eq. (4), and (using
Leibnitz’s rule) the integrals over z1 and z2 can be carried
out explicitly. This leads to a simplified form,

"!!!A =
2(1 " 1/A)!!N

!e!

Re

'

"

d2b

!

exp {"L T (b)}" 1 + L T (b)

&(

, (6)

where L = (A/2) (1"i$)!e! and T (b) =
)

!

"!
dz %A(b, z),

the usual Glauber thickness function. However, we use
the full expression, eq. (4), in our calculation.

Eq. (4) gives the shadowing correction in terms of
!e! . This e!ective cross section involves the di!eren-
tial di!ractive dissociation cross section at small t, see
eq. (5). The treatment of this di!ractive cross section is
the subject of the next section.

III. DIFFRACTIVE DISSOCIATION

A. Di!ractive production

Consider the single di!ractive scattering of a (virtual)
photon o! of a proton (see Fig. 2). The proton does not

px

γ*
q

P P’

FIG. 2: Di!ractive scattering from a proton.

dissociate, and it remains intact during the process. The
photon, on the other hand, dissociates into a hadronic
final state X , which is well separated in rapidity from
the proton,

(($) + p # X + p%. (7)

Such di!ractive processes are important at small momen-
tum transfer, with cross sections which decrease expo-
nentially with the squared four-momentum transfer. In
general they exhibit a weak energy dependence.

Di!ractive dissociation of real photons,

( + N # X + N , (8)

has been studied in both fixed target and collider exper-
iments. Experiments were carried out at Fermi National
Laboratory (FNAL) at average photon-proton center of
mass energies of W $ 12.9 GeV and W $ 15.3 GeV[9].
Di!ractive states with an invariant mass squared of up
to M2

X $ 18 GeV2 were produced. This experiment
measured the di!ractive dissociation cross section di!er-
ential in both, the invariant mass MX and the squared
four-momentum transfer t. Experiments at the Hadron-
Electron Ring Accelerator (HERA)[10, 11, 12, 13, 14]
were carried out at average energies W $ 187 GeV and
W $ 231 GeV. Di!ractive states with mass MX < 30
GeV were produced. Unlike the FNAL experiment, only
d!di!

!!N/dM2
X was measured due to poor resolution in t.

As mentioned earlier, the available experimental data
on shadowing at small x (x $ 10"4) are all at small
Q2 (Q2 < 1 GeV2). At such small virtualities the pho-
tons can be considered quasi-real, and it is thus not a
bad approximation to regard them as real photons with
Q2 = 0 GeV2. The center-of-mass energies are also low:
W $ 15 GeV for the NMC and W $ 25 GeV for the
E665 measurements. These energies are comparable to
the photon-proton center of mass energies at FNAL. For
these reasons one can use the information from di!ractive
scattering of real photons at FNAL to calculate the shad-
owing ratio in the kinematic range accessible at NMC and
E665.

B. Di!ractive dissociation cross section

It is natural to divide the di!ractive dissociation cross
section data as a function of M2

X into the region of the

• Сечение перерассеяния:



Упругие экранировки в фоторождении ρ 
• Комбинируя с моделью векторной доминантности (VMD) для перехода 
𝛾-ρ можно вычислить сечение когерентного фоторождения ρ на ядрах, 
Bauer, Spital, Yennie, Pipkin, Rev. Mod. Phys. 50 (1978) 261 
• Традиционно учитывается только упругое промежуточное состояние 
(упругое перерассеяние ρ) → модель Глаубера
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Fig. 1. The ! A ! " A cross section as a function of W! p . The VMD-GM (red dashed 
curve) and VMD-IA (blue dot-dashed line) predictions for a 208Pb target based on 
the DL94 parametrization of the "N cross section are compared to the experimental 
values extracted from the STAR and ALICE UPC measurements.

the IA calculation, but it still overestimates the experimental cross 
sections by the factor of 1.5–2. Besides, the energy dependence 
is different: while the calculated cross sections slowly grow with 
energy, the experimental values slightly decrease or stay almost 
constant. Note that the calculated values of the ! Au ! "Au cross 
section are smaller than those for the lead target by approximately 
5% for all energies. Hence, we neglect this difference throughout 
our paper and perform our calculations for lead keeping in mind 
the 5% reduction of the nuclear cross section when we compare 
our calculations with the STAR data.

To check the accuracy of the Glauber model calculations in 
Eq. (6) in combination with the DL94 pion–nucleon cross section, 
we calculated the hadron–nucleus total and inelastic cross sections 
for the neutron and pion projectiles in the Glauber approach:

# tot
h A = 2

!
d2"b

"
1 # e# #hN

2 T A(b)
#

,

# in
h A =

!
d2"b

"
1 # e##hN T A(b)

#
. (8)

The neutron–nucleon cross section #nN is estimated using the ad-
ditive quark model counting rule relation [3] #nN = 3/2#$ N , where 
the pion–nucleon cross section is given by Eq. (7). The results of 
our calculations are compared to the data [24,45–47] in Fig. 2. One 
can see from the figure that the calculations agree very well with 
the measurements. This means that the reasons of the disagree-
ment of similar calculations of the ! A ! " A cross section with 
the STAR and ALICE data are in specifics of the light vector meson 
photoproduction process.

This conclusion is confirmed by our observation that the latest 
2006 H1 data on the ! p ! "p cross section [19] (we extrapolated 
the H1 cross sections given at #t = 0.01 GeV2 to #t = 0 assuming 
the eBt dependence with the value of the slope B reported by H1) 
disagrees with the normalization of the forward cross section cal-
culated using the DL94 model by the factor of 0.84. This is seen in 
Fig. 3, where the forward ! p ! "p cross section evaluated using 
Eqs. (5) and (7) (the green dot-dashed curve labeled “VMD-DL94”) 
is compared to the whole bulk of the data. Also, for comparison, 
we show the parametrization of the forward ! p ! "p cross sec-
tion from the Starlight Monte Carlo generator [48], which is widely 

Fig. 2. Upper and middle: Comparison of the total and inelastic neutron–nucleus 
cross sections calculated in the Glauber model with the available data. Bottom: The 
total pion–nucleus cross section as a function of $s$ N : the Glauber model calcula-
tions with the DL94 model for #$ N are compared to the available data.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the experimentally measured forward cross section of coher-
ent " photoproduction on the proton [19,38–43] with the VDM-DL94 model and 
the Starlight parametrization. The red solid line shows the modified VMD (mVMD) 
parametrization (see text for details). (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

оптическая ядерная 
плотность:
TA(b) =

Z
dz⇢A(b, z)

• Модель Глаубера правильно учитывает 
основной основной вклад в экранировку, 
подавляющий сечение в ~6 раз. 
• Но переоценивает данные РИК и БАК 
на 50%, Frankfurt, Guzey, Strikman, Zhalov, PLB 752 (2016) 51
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Модифицированная модель векторной 
доминантности (mVMD)

• Эффект ядерной экранировки можно усилить учетом неупругих 
промежуточных состояний за счет дифракционной диссоциации (ДД) 
фотона в большие массы. 

• ДД удобно обсуждать на языке собственных состояний оператора 
рассеяния T: при высоких энергиях фотон = когерентная суперпозиция 
долгоживущих (lc ~ E𝛾) флуктуаций |Ψk> с сечением σk=tk, Good, Walker, Phys. Rev. 
120 (1960) 1857
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5.2. Cross section fluctuations

The idea that inelastic di↵raction can take place at small t due to the presence of

configurations in the nucleon, which can interact with di↵erent strengths, was first

suggested in the papers of Feinberg and Pomeranchuk [?]. In this work, as an example

of fluctuation of the interaction strength, the authors considered fluctuations of the

nucleon into the nucleon and the pion, where the latter could originate from the pion

field of nuclei.

A model illustrating this idea was suggested by Good and Walker [1]. They

assumed that the projectile can interact with di↵erent interaction strengths in di↵erent

configurations, which do not change while the wave packet passes through the target.

The corresponding coherence length (time) lc denotes the distance, over which the

incoming hadron stays in the state with the mass M⇤,

lc =
1

�E
=

✓q
M⇤ 2 + p

2
lab �

q
m2 + p

2
lab

◆�1

'
2plab

M⇤2 �m2
� Rtarget ,(53)

where Rtarget is the radius of the target. From Eq. (53), one can immediately see that the

coherence length linearly grows with an increase of the energy of the incoming hadron.

Therefore, the range of masses M⇤, which contribute to the fluctuations and which can

be considered “frozen”, increases.

Good and Walker assumed that the state of an energetic incident hadron | i can

be represented as a coherent superposition of eigenstates | ki of the scattering matrix

| i =
X

k

ck| ki , (54)

where

ImT | ki = tk| ki ,X

k

|ck|
2 = 1 . (55)

Here, T is the scattering operator, and tk is the imaginary part of the eigenvalue

corresponding to the eigenstate | ki.

Since various states | ki interact with the target with di↵erent cross sections �k,

which, by the optical theorem, are related to the imaginary part of the scattering

amplitude tk,

�k = tk , (56)

the coherent superposition of the eigenstates, which forms the final state emerging

after the scattering, could be di↵erent from the initial state. Note that introduction

of states, which interact with di↵erent cross sections, is natural in QCD, where (at least

in perturbative regime) the strength of interaction is related to the area occupied by

color.

Thus, the formalism of eigenstates of the scattering matrix is natural for describing

di↵ractive dissociation of hadrons. However, the model is valid only for small t, which is

the kinematics considered in the original paper[1], since the authors discussed di↵ractive
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of states, which interact with di↵erent cross sections, is natural in QCD, where (at least

in perturbative regime) the strength of interaction is related to the area occupied by

color.

Thus, the formalism of eigenstates of the scattering matrix is natural for describing

di↵ractive dissociation of hadrons. However, the model is valid only for small t, which is

the kinematics considered in the original paper[1], since the authors discussed di↵ractive

• Дифракционное рассеяние = начальное состояние |Ψ> переходит в 
любое |Ψk>
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dissociation for scattering o↵ nuclei. Thus, they e↵ectively assumed that t is very small,

�t  2/R2
A, where RA is the e↵ective nucleus size. Later on in a number of papers it

was assuming that Eq. (55) can be applied in a wide range of the momentum transfer.

This looks problematic. Indeed, elastic scattering of one of the constituents of the

di↵racting hadron can break it at finite t even in the absence of fluctuations, see the

case of the deuteron - proton scattering considered above. The assumption that cross

section eigenstates are orthogonal at t 6= 0 is in contradiction with calculations in the

dipole model, where one obtains for two states with di↵erent transverse sizes d and d
0

h (d)|T (t 6= 0)| (d0)i 6= 0 . (57)

Also, additional evidence comes from the analysis of soft di↵raction in pp scattering

[?], which shows that spin flip amplitudes become important and dominate at large

�t � 0.2� 0.3 GeV2.

Thus, the formalism of eigenstates of the scattering matrix is natural for describing

di↵ractive dissociation of hadrons for t ⇠ 0.

Using Eqs. (54)-(56), di↵ractive dissociation can be presented as follows. Di↵ractive

scattering occurs when the final state carries the same quantum numbers as the initial

state, i.e., whenever the initial state overlaps with any | ki. Then, the total di↵ractive

di↵erential cross section at t = 0 can be presented as
⇣
d�

dt

⌘di↵

t=0
=

1

16⇡

X

k

|h k|ImT | i|2 =
1

16⇡

X

k

|ck|
2
t
2
k ⌘

1

16⇡
h�

2
i . (58)

In Eq. (58), we have used the completeness of the set of states | ki and the optical

theorem (56). Similarly, the elastic di↵ractive di↵erential cross section at t = 0 reads
⇣
d�

dt

⌘el

t=0
=

1

16⇡
|h |ImT | i|2 =

1

16⇡

⇣X

k

|ck|
2
tk

⌘2

⌘
1

16⇡
h�i

2
. (59)

In these equations, we introduced the first and second moments of the distribution

over cross sections

h�i =
X

k

|ck|
2
tk ,

h�
2
i =

X

k

|ck|
2
t
2
k . (60)

Subtracting the elastic cross section from the total di↵ractive cross section, one

obtains the di↵ractive dissociation cross section (inelastic di↵ractive cross section)
⇣
d�

dt

⌘inel

t=0
=

⇣
d�

dt

⌘di↵

t=0
�

⇣
d�

dt

⌘el

t=0
=

1

16⇡

⇣
h�

2
i � h�i

2
⌘
. (61)

Equation (61) was first derived in [119] to describe di↵ractive dissociation within

the framework of cross section fluctuations. It explicitly demonstrates that di↵ractive

dissociation occurs only if di↵erent components | ki of the incident hadron interact with

the target with di↵erent strengths tk, i.e. when cross section fluctuations take place in

the wave function of the incoming hadron.

• ДД = полная дифракция минус упругое сечение
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Модифицированная модель векторной 
доминантности (mVMD) (2)

• В вычислениях удобно использовать непрерывную форму этого 
формализма и ввести распределение P(σ) по адронным флуктуациям в 
данной налетающей частице (p, 𝜋, 𝛾), Blaettel et al, Phys. Rev. D 47 (1993) 2761

L. Frankfurt et al. / Physics Letters B 752 (2016) 51–58 55

used for predictions and modeling of vector meson photoproduc-
tion on nuclear targets. In order to agree with the 2006 H1 data, 
the results of the VMD-DL94 and the Starlight parametrization 
should be decreased by the factor of approximately 0.7, which is 
much larger than what could be allowed by a variation of f! . From 
the analysis presented above we can conclude the following: the 
assumption of the ! meson dominance in the photon wave func-
tion has to be modified in order to agree to the whole set of data 
including the results of 2006 H1 measurements.

To this end, one can write the ! meson photoproduction ampli-
tude as the dispersion integral over the masses of the intermediate 
states generated in the " ! V transitions, which will involve the 
on-mass-shell f V , the !N cross section and the V N ! !N am-
plitude (here V denotes !-meson-like fluctuations of the photon 
with the invariant mass M , see our discussion in the Introduction). 
It is possible to demonstrate that inclusion of the contribution 
of the higher states can only weakly change f! , but it can no-
ticeably reduce the cross section of the ! meson production due 
non-diagonal transitions among different hadronic components of 
the photon and the ! meson in the GVMD approach [9,10,49]. On 
the other hand, within the VMD approach this can be modeled by 
defining the effective !-nucleon cross section #̂!N :

#̂!N(W" p) = f!
e

!

16$
d# exp

" p!!p(t = 0)

dt
. (9)

We refer to this model as the modified vector meson dominance 
(mVMD) model; its prediction is shown by the solid red curve in 
Fig. 3. Note that a similar effect is also present in the CDM.

The Gribov–Glauber model takes into account both elastic and 
inelastic diffraction; the latter leads to the additional—as compared 
to the Glauber model—inelastic nuclear shadowing contribution 
(the Gribov shadowing correction) [20]. The standard method to 
include this effect is given by the formalism of cross section fluc-
tuations, which conveniently and successfully describes diffractive 
dissociation of protons, neutrons and pions on hydrogen and nu-
clei and inelastic nuclear shadowing in hadron–nucleus total cross 
sections [50].

Applying this formalism to the ! meson–nucleus scattering, we 
obtain:

# mVMD-GGM
" A!! A =

"
e
f!

#2 $
d2"b

%%%%

$
d# P (# )

&
1 # e# #

2 T A(b)
'%%%%

2

,

(10)

which generalizes Eq. (6).
The interpretation of Eq. (10) is the following: the photon fluc-

tuates into the ! meson, which interacts with the target as a 
coherent superposition of eigenstates of the scattering operator, 
whose eigenvalues are the scattering cross sections # ; the weight 
of a given fluctuation is given by the distribution P (# ). Each 
state interacts with nucleons of the target nucleus according to 
the Gribov–Glauber model. The result is summed over all possible 
fluctuations, which corresponds to averaging with the distribution 
P (# ) at the amplitude level.

Based on the similarity between the pion and ! meson wave 
functions suggested by the additive quark model and our discus-
sion above, it is natural to assume that P (# ) for the !N interaction 
should be similar to the pion P$ (# ), which we additionally mul-
tiply by the factor of 1/(1 + (# /#0)

2) to take into account the 
enhanced contribution of small # in the !N interaction (we ex-
plained above that the contribution of small-# fluctuations to the 
" N ! !N amplitude is expected to be enhanced compared to the 
$ N ! $ N one):

P (# ) = C
1

1 + (# /#0)2 e#(# /#0#1)2/%2
. (11)

The parameterization of Eq. (11) satisfies the basic QCD constraint 
of P (# = 0) $= 0 and also P (# ! %) ! 0. The free parameters C , 
#0 and % are found from the following constraints:

$
d# P (# ) = 1 ,

$
d# P (# )# = &# ' ,

$
d# P (# )# 2 = &# '2(1 + &# ) , (12)

where &# ' = #̂!N in the mVMD model, see Eq. (9).
The quantity &# parametrizes the dispersion of P (# ) around its 

mean value &# ', i.e., it characterizes the strength of cross section 
fluctuations. It can be determined using experimental information 
on the photon diffraction dissociation, in particular, the factor-
ization of the photon and the pion diffraction dissociation cross 
sections scaled by the respective total cross sections. In detail, the 
measurement [51] of inclusive diffraction dissociation of photons 
on hydrogen, " p ! Xp, in the range of 75 < E" < 148 GeV and 
M2

X/s < 0.1 (M X denotes the produced diffractive mass) and the 
control measurement of inclusive diffraction dissociation of pions 
in the $ p ! Xp reaction at E$ = 100 GeV showed that the re-
spective M2

X distributions scaled by the total cross sections are 
very similar in the photon and pion cases. For the cross sections 
integrated over M2

X , this observation means that:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#" p
( d#$ p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#$ p
= &$

#

16$
#$ N , (13)

where in the last equation we expressed the cross section of pion 
diffraction dissociation in terms of &$

# characterizing the P$ (# )
distribution and the total pion–nucleon cross section #$ N .

On the other hand, using the formalism of cross section fluctu-
ations for the !-nucleon scattering and the mVMD model for the 
" –! transition, we obtain for the cross section of photon diffrac-
tion dissociation [compare to Eq. (5)]:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)

dt
= 1

16$

"
e
f!

#2 ($
d# P (# )# 2 # (#̂!N )2

)

= &#

16$

"
e
f!

#2

(#̂!N)2 , (14)

where the diffraction dissociation final state X by construction 
does not contain ! . The inelastic final state X is selected exper-
imentally by analyzing the differential cross section as a function 
of the produced diffractive mass M X and corresponds to the val-
ues of M X beyond the ! peak, M2

X > 1.5–2 GeV2 [51]. Substituting 
Eq. (14) in Eq. (13) we obtain the desired constraint on &# :

&# =
f 2
!

e2

#$ N#" p

#̂ 2
!N

&$
# , (15)

where the total photon–proton cross section #" p is taken from the 
fit to data [4].

For the pion projectile, we use the constituent quark counting 
rule for the ratio of the nucleon–nucleon and the pion–nucleon 
total cross sections and obtain:

&$
# (s) = 3

2
&N

# (s) . (16)

Here we effectively use validity of the limiting fragmentation 
which is well established experimentally.

The pattern of cross section fluctuations for the nucleon projec-
tile has the following dependence of the invariant collision energy 

•  Форма P(σ) как в пионе + усиление вклада малых σ как того требуют 
данные и точечно-подобное взаимодействие фотонов с кварками   
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5.4. P (�) distribution for ⇢ mesons

Based on the constituent quark counting rule, it is generally expected that the P (�)

distribution for ⇢ mesons should be similar to that for pions. However, this does not

seem to be supported by the HERA data on ⇢ photoproduction. Indeed, the model

based on the combination of the assumption that �⇢N = �⇡N (�⇢N and �⇡N are the total

⇢ meson-nucleon and pion-nucleon total cross sections, respectively) with the vector

meson meson dominance (VMD) model somewhat overestimates the HERA data on the

��p!⇢p cross section of elastic ⇢ photoproduction on the proton [124, 125, 126, 127].

This calls for modifications of P (�) for ⇢ compared to P⇡(�). First, a natural mechanism

of reduction of the ��p!⇢p cross section is o↵ered by the color dipole model, where due to

the point-like coupling of the photon to quarks, the overlap between the real photon and

⇢ meson light-cone wave functions selects on average dipoles with a smaller transverse

sizes than those characterisrtic for the pion (⇢ meson) wave function. In the language

of P (�), it leads to an enhanced contribution of small �, which can be modeled in the

following form [128]

P⇢(�) = N
1

(�/�0)2 + 1
e
�(���0)2/(⌦�0)2 . (71)

Second, small-size quark-antiquark dipoles are characterized by the large relative

transverse momentum and the large invariant mass. To take this account, one should

model the variance of the P⇢(�) distribution, !⇢
�, using information on photon di↵ractive

dissociation on the proton. This can be done as follows [128]. Using the formalism of

cross section fluctuations, the cross section of photon di↵ractive dissociation on the

proton can be written in the following form [compare to Eq. (64)]

d��p!Xp(t = 0)

dt
=

1

16⇡

✓
e

f⇢

◆2 Z
d�P⇢(�)(�

2
� �⇢N)

2 =
1

16⇡

✓
e

f⇢

◆2

!
⇢
��

2
⇢N , (72)

where f⇢ is the ��⇢ coupling constant fixed by the �(⇢ ! e
+
e
�) width of the ⇢ ! e

+
e
�

decay, f 2
⇢/(4⇡) = 2.01± 0.1. In Eq. (72), �⇢N is the total ⇢-nucleon cross section, which

is determined by fitting the available fixed-target and HERA experimental data on the

elasic d��p!⇢p(t = 0)/dt cross section,

�⇢N =

Z
d�P⇢(�)� =

f⇢

e

r
16⇡

d��p!⇢p(t = 0)

dt
. (73)

To proceed with the determination of !⇢
�, one invokes the result of the analysis in

Ref. [129], which demonstrated that the cross sections of photon and pion di↵ractive

dissociation can be related as follows

d��p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

��p
⇡

d�⇡p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

�⇡p
=

!
⇡
�

16⇡
�⇡p , (74)

where ��p is the total photoabsorption cross section. Combing Eqs. (72) and (74), one

obtains

!
⇢
� =

✓
e

f ⇢

◆2
��p�⇡p

�
2
⇢N

!
⇡
� . (75)

•  Правила сумм для P(σ):    
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Fig. 1. The ! A ! " A cross section as a function of W! p . The VMD-GM (red dashed 
curve) and VMD-IA (blue dot-dashed line) predictions for a 208Pb target based on 
the DL94 parametrization of the "N cross section are compared to the experimental 
values extracted from the STAR and ALICE UPC measurements.

the IA calculation, but it still overestimates the experimental cross 
sections by the factor of 1.5–2. Besides, the energy dependence 
is different: while the calculated cross sections slowly grow with 
energy, the experimental values slightly decrease or stay almost 
constant. Note that the calculated values of the ! Au ! "Au cross 
section are smaller than those for the lead target by approximately 
5% for all energies. Hence, we neglect this difference throughout 
our paper and perform our calculations for lead keeping in mind 
the 5% reduction of the nuclear cross section when we compare 
our calculations with the STAR data.

To check the accuracy of the Glauber model calculations in 
Eq. (6) in combination with the DL94 pion–nucleon cross section, 
we calculated the hadron–nucleus total and inelastic cross sections 
for the neutron and pion projectiles in the Glauber approach:

# tot
h A = 2

!
d2"b

"
1 # e# #hN

2 T A(b)
#

,

# in
h A =

!
d2"b

"
1 # e##hN T A(b)

#
. (8)

The neutron–nucleon cross section #nN is estimated using the ad-
ditive quark model counting rule relation [3] #nN = 3/2#$ N , where 
the pion–nucleon cross section is given by Eq. (7). The results of 
our calculations are compared to the data [24,45–47] in Fig. 2. One 
can see from the figure that the calculations agree very well with 
the measurements. This means that the reasons of the disagree-
ment of similar calculations of the ! A ! " A cross section with 
the STAR and ALICE data are in specifics of the light vector meson 
photoproduction process.

This conclusion is confirmed by our observation that the latest 
2006 H1 data on the ! p ! "p cross section [19] (we extrapolated 
the H1 cross sections given at #t = 0.01 GeV2 to #t = 0 assuming 
the eBt dependence with the value of the slope B reported by H1) 
disagrees with the normalization of the forward cross section cal-
culated using the DL94 model by the factor of 0.84. This is seen in 
Fig. 3, where the forward ! p ! "p cross section evaluated using 
Eqs. (5) and (7) (the green dot-dashed curve labeled “VMD-DL94”) 
is compared to the whole bulk of the data. Also, for comparison, 
we show the parametrization of the forward ! p ! "p cross sec-
tion from the Starlight Monte Carlo generator [48], which is widely 

Fig. 2. Upper and middle: Comparison of the total and inelastic neutron–nucleus 
cross sections calculated in the Glauber model with the available data. Bottom: The 
total pion–nucleus cross section as a function of $s$ N : the Glauber model calcula-
tions with the DL94 model for #$ N are compared to the available data.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the experimentally measured forward cross section of coher-
ent " photoproduction on the proton [19,38–43] with the VDM-DL94 model and 
the Starlight parametrization. The red solid line shows the modified VMD (mVMD) 
parametrization (see text for details). (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

→  из данных по 
d�(�p ! ⇢p)/dt

→ из данных по ДД 𝛾 в 
большие массы, Chapin 1985
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Модифицированная модель векторной 
доминантности (mVMD) (3)
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Figure 25 shows the distribution P⇢(�) for ⇢ mesons as a function of � at
p
s = 46

GeV and
p
s = 62 GeV. For comparison with the pion case, we also give the

corresponding P⇡(�) by thin curves.
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Figure 25. The distribution P⇢(�) for ⇢ mesons as a function of � for
p
s = 46 GeV

and
p
s = 62 GeV. For comparison, the thin curves show P⇡(�) for pions.

5.5. P (�) distribution for real and virtual photons

It is well known that real and virtual photons also reveal their hadron-like nature in

strong interactions. For example, in the vector dominance (VMD) model, approximately

70% of the total photoabsorption cross section comes from the contribution of ⇢, ! and

� mesons [130].

In QCD, it is instructive to discuss the hadronic structure of real and virtual

photons in the language of the color dipole model. In general, the photon at high

energies can be viewed as superposition of the following two types of components.

First, the photon can fluctuate into aligned quark-antiquark pairs, where the quarks

share asymmetrically the photon longitudinal momentum and have small transverse

momenta pt. Such configurations are characterized by large cross sections of the order

of �N and small probabilities of the order of µ2
/M

2, where µ is a soft QCD scale. The

latter is required to comply with the approximate Bjorken scaling of the total virtual

photon-nucleon cross section [131]. Second, in addition to the aligned pairs, there are

also configurations with large pt, which are characterized by small cross sections of

the order of ↵s(p2t )/p
2
t (↵s is the strong coupling constant) and large probabilities to

find in the photon wave function [132]. The relative importance of these two types of

contributions depends on the photon virtuality, the longitudinal momentum, and the

invariant mass of the produced di↵ractive state.

Selected topics in di↵raction with protons and nuclei: past, present, and future 50

5.4. P (�) distribution for ⇢ mesons

Based on the constituent quark counting rule, it is generally expected that the P (�)

distribution for ⇢ mesons should be similar to that for pions. However, this does not

seem to be supported by the HERA data on ⇢ photoproduction. Indeed, the model

based on the combination of the assumption that �⇢N = �⇡N (�⇢N and �⇡N are the total

⇢ meson-nucleon and pion-nucleon total cross sections, respectively) with the vector

meson meson dominance (VMD) model somewhat overestimates the HERA data on the

��p!⇢p cross section of elastic ⇢ photoproduction on the proton [124, 125, 126, 127].

This calls for modifications of P (�) for ⇢ compared to P⇡(�). First, a natural mechanism

of reduction of the ��p!⇢p cross section is o↵ered by the color dipole model, where due to

the point-like coupling of the photon to quarks, the overlap between the real photon and

⇢ meson light-cone wave functions selects on average dipoles with a smaller transverse

sizes than those characterisrtic for the pion (⇢ meson) wave function. In the language

of P (�), it leads to an enhanced contribution of small �, which can be modeled in the

following form [128]

P⇢(�) = N
1

(�/�0)2 + 1
e
�(���0)2/(⌦�0)2 . (71)

Second, small-size quark-antiquark dipoles are characterized by the large relative

transverse momentum and the large invariant mass. To take this account, one should

model the variance of the P⇢(�) distribution, !⇢
�, using information on photon di↵ractive

dissociation on the proton. This can be done as follows [128]. Using the formalism of

cross section fluctuations, the cross section of photon di↵ractive dissociation on the

proton can be written in the following form [compare to Eq. (64)]

d��p!Xp(t = 0)

dt
=

1

16⇡

✓
e

f⇢

◆2 Z
d�P⇢(�)(�

2
� �⇢N)

2 =
1

16⇡

✓
e

f⇢

◆2

!
⇢
��

2
⇢N , (72)

where f⇢ is the ��⇢ coupling constant fixed by the �(⇢ ! e
+
e
�) width of the ⇢ ! e

+
e
�

decay, f 2
⇢/(4⇡) = 2.01± 0.1. In Eq. (72), �⇢N is the total ⇢-nucleon cross section, which

is determined by fitting the available fixed-target and HERA experimental data on the

elasic d��p!⇢p(t = 0)/dt cross section,

�⇢N =

Z
d�P⇢(�)� =

f⇢

e

r
16⇡

d��p!⇢p(t = 0)

dt
. (73)

To proceed with the determination of !⇢
�, one invokes the result of the analysis in

Ref. [129], which demonstrated that the cross sections of photon and pion di↵ractive

dissociation can be related as follows

d��p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

��p
⇡

d�⇡p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

�⇡p
=

!
⇡
�

16⇡
�⇡p , (74)

where ��p is the total photoabsorption cross section. Combing Eqs. (72) and (74), one

obtains

!
⇢
� =

✓
e

f ⇢

◆2
��p�⇡p

�
2
⇢N

!
⇡
� . (75)

Тонкие линии = P(σ) для пионов
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Упругие и неупругие экранировки в 
фоторождении ρ

• С учетом флуктуаций: 
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Fig. 4. The !" A!# A cross section as a function of W" p . The theoretical predictions 
using the mVMD model for the " p ! #p cross section and the Gribov–Glauber 
model with cross section fluctuations for the " A ! # A amplitude are compared to 
the STAR (circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. The shaded area reflects the theoretical 
uncertainty associated with the parameter $ characterizing the strength of cross 
section fluctuations (see text for details).

"
s: the cross section fluctuations reach a broad maximum for 

24 <
"

s < 200 GeV, are most likely small for 
"

s < 24 GeV and 
gradually decrease for 

"
s > 200 GeV toward the Tevatron and LHC 

energies. Therefore, we use the following parametrization for the 
parameter %N

! describing the dispersion of the fluctuations:

%N
! (s) =

!
""#

""$

$
"

s/24 ,
"

s < 24GeV ,

$ , 24 <
"

s < 200 GeV ,

$ # 0.15 ln(
"

s/200) + 0.03(ln(
"

s/200))2 ,"
s > 200 GeV ,

(17)

where the parameter $ $ 0.25–0.35 was determined from the 
analysis of pp and p̄p data [28].

It is known [22] from studies of corrections to the Glauber 
model for total proton–nucleus cross sections that suppression due 
to the inelastic shadowing is almost compensated by the effect of 
short-range correlations (SRC) in the wave function of the target 
nucleus. We included the effect of SRC by the following replace-
ment [52]:

T A(b) ! T A(b) + &c
!#N

2

%
dz#2

A(b, z) , (18)

where &c = 0.74 fm is the correlation length.
Our predictions for the " A ! # A cross section as a function 

of W" p are presented in Fig. 4. The shaded area spanned by two 
red curves presents the results of the calculation using the mVMD 
model for the " p ! #p cross section and the Gribov–Glauber 
model with the effect of cross section fluctuations, see Eq. (10). 
The shaded area shows the uncertainty of our calculations due to 
the variation of the fluctuation strength %! by changing $ in the 
range 0.25 % $ % 0.35. Our predictions are compared to the STAR 
(circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. One can clearly see from the fig-
ure that the inclusion of the inelastic nuclear shadowing enables 
us to explain the discrepancy between the UPC data on coherent #
photoproduction on nuclei at large W" p and the theoretical de-
scription of this process in the framework of the VMD-GM with 
the DL94 parametrization of the #N cross section.

4. Discussion

The effect of the inelastic shadowing correction, which we 
demonstrate in these calculations, can be checked in the UPC mea-
surements at the LHC. The inelastic nuclear shadowing changes the 
rapidity distribution of coherent # photoproduction in ion UPCs. 
Fig. 5 presents the results of our calculation of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy, 

Fig. 5. The rapidity distribution of coherent # photoproduction in Pb–Pb UPCs at "
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Theoretical predictions of the mVDM-GGM (red solid curves with 

the shaded area showing the uncertainty due to the variation of the fluctuation 
strength), the mVMD-GM (blue dashed curve) and the VMD-GM (green dot-dashed 
curve) are compared to the ALICE data (see text for details).

see Eq. (1), as a function of the # meson rapidity y in Pb–Pb UPCs 
at the LHC at "sNN = 2.76 TeV. The shaded area spanned by two 
red curves corresponds to the combination of the mVMD model 
and the Gribov–Glauber model for nuclear shadowing with cross 
section fluctuations (the shaded area shows the uncertainty of the 
calculations related to the variation of the fluctuation strength due 
to the change of $ in the range 0.25 % $ % 0.35); the blue dashed 
curve is the result of the calculation in mVMD-GM, i.e. without 
cross section fluctuations; the green dot-dashed curve is the result 
of the VMD-DL94 model combined with the Glauber model. The 
shape of the rapidity distribution predicted by the mVMD-GGM 
calculations is due to specifics of symmetric UPCs and the inter-
play between the energy dependence of the inelastic shadowing 
correction and the photon flux.

The predicted shape of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy is different from the 
almost flat d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy distribution obtained in the VDM-GM 
and Starlight approaches and is also in stark contrast with the 
calculations [53,54] in the color dipole model approach predict-
ing a bell-like shape for d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy with the maximum at 
y = 0 and small values of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy at y $ #4.5 corre-
sponding to W" p $ 5–10 GeV, i.e., to the energy range of the 
STAR measurements. From Fig. 4 it is seen that the experimen-
tal photoproduction cross section is almost constant in the energy 
range spanning the STAR and ALICE energies, !" Pb!#Pb $ 2 mb. In 
UPCs at y = 0, the contributions from both colliding nuclei serv-
ing as a target are equal, while at |y| = 4.5 the contribution of 
the low energy photon dominates. The photon fluxes are calcu-
lated in all studies similarly and with good accuracy, N" /Pb(y =
0) = 108 and N" /Pb(y = #4.5) = 250. Then one easily obtains that 
!PbPb!PbPb#(|y| = 4.5) $ 500 mb > !PbPb!PbPb#(y = 0) $ 430 mb. 
These estimates confirm that the two-bumped shape of the rapid-
ity distribution seems to be reasonable.

The good agreement with the ALICE result allows us to predict 
the value of the cross section of coherent # photoproduction in 
Pb–Pb UPCs at "sNN = 5.02 TeV in Run 2 at the LHC:

d! (y = 0)

dy
= 560 ± 25 mb . (19)

Examining the calculations of elastic photoproduction of #
mesons on nuclei in the dipole model framework [53,54], one 
notes that some of them describe the STAR and ALICE data while 
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used for predictions and modeling of vector meson photoproduc-
tion on nuclear targets. In order to agree with the 2006 H1 data, 
the results of the VMD-DL94 and the Starlight parametrization 
should be decreased by the factor of approximately 0.7, which is 
much larger than what could be allowed by a variation of f! . From 
the analysis presented above we can conclude the following: the 
assumption of the ! meson dominance in the photon wave func-
tion has to be modified in order to agree to the whole set of data 
including the results of 2006 H1 measurements.

To this end, one can write the ! meson photoproduction ampli-
tude as the dispersion integral over the masses of the intermediate 
states generated in the " ! V transitions, which will involve the 
on-mass-shell f V , the !N cross section and the V N ! !N am-
plitude (here V denotes !-meson-like fluctuations of the photon 
with the invariant mass M , see our discussion in the Introduction). 
It is possible to demonstrate that inclusion of the contribution 
of the higher states can only weakly change f! , but it can no-
ticeably reduce the cross section of the ! meson production due 
non-diagonal transitions among different hadronic components of 
the photon and the ! meson in the GVMD approach [9,10,49]. On 
the other hand, within the VMD approach this can be modeled by 
defining the effective !-nucleon cross section #̂!N :

#̂!N(W" p) = f!
e

!

16$
d# exp

" p!!p(t = 0)

dt
. (9)

We refer to this model as the modified vector meson dominance 
(mVMD) model; its prediction is shown by the solid red curve in 
Fig. 3. Note that a similar effect is also present in the CDM.

The Gribov–Glauber model takes into account both elastic and 
inelastic diffraction; the latter leads to the additional—as compared 
to the Glauber model—inelastic nuclear shadowing contribution 
(the Gribov shadowing correction) [20]. The standard method to 
include this effect is given by the formalism of cross section fluc-
tuations, which conveniently and successfully describes diffractive 
dissociation of protons, neutrons and pions on hydrogen and nu-
clei and inelastic nuclear shadowing in hadron–nucleus total cross 
sections [50].

Applying this formalism to the ! meson–nucleus scattering, we 
obtain:

# mVMD-GGM
" A!! A =

"
e
f!

#2 $
d2"b

%%%%

$
d# P (# )

&
1 # e# #

2 T A(b)
'%%%%

2

,

(10)

which generalizes Eq. (6).
The interpretation of Eq. (10) is the following: the photon fluc-

tuates into the ! meson, which interacts with the target as a 
coherent superposition of eigenstates of the scattering operator, 
whose eigenvalues are the scattering cross sections # ; the weight 
of a given fluctuation is given by the distribution P (# ). Each 
state interacts with nucleons of the target nucleus according to 
the Gribov–Glauber model. The result is summed over all possible 
fluctuations, which corresponds to averaging with the distribution 
P (# ) at the amplitude level.

Based on the similarity between the pion and ! meson wave 
functions suggested by the additive quark model and our discus-
sion above, it is natural to assume that P (# ) for the !N interaction 
should be similar to the pion P$ (# ), which we additionally mul-
tiply by the factor of 1/(1 + (# /#0)

2) to take into account the 
enhanced contribution of small # in the !N interaction (we ex-
plained above that the contribution of small-# fluctuations to the 
" N ! !N amplitude is expected to be enhanced compared to the 
$ N ! $ N one):

P (# ) = C
1

1 + (# /#0)2 e#(# /#0#1)2/%2
. (11)

The parameterization of Eq. (11) satisfies the basic QCD constraint 
of P (# = 0) $= 0 and also P (# ! %) ! 0. The free parameters C , 
#0 and % are found from the following constraints:

$
d# P (# ) = 1 ,

$
d# P (# )# = &# ' ,

$
d# P (# )# 2 = &# '2(1 + &# ) , (12)

where &# ' = #̂!N in the mVMD model, see Eq. (9).
The quantity &# parametrizes the dispersion of P (# ) around its 

mean value &# ', i.e., it characterizes the strength of cross section 
fluctuations. It can be determined using experimental information 
on the photon diffraction dissociation, in particular, the factor-
ization of the photon and the pion diffraction dissociation cross 
sections scaled by the respective total cross sections. In detail, the 
measurement [51] of inclusive diffraction dissociation of photons 
on hydrogen, " p ! Xp, in the range of 75 < E" < 148 GeV and 
M2

X/s < 0.1 (M X denotes the produced diffractive mass) and the 
control measurement of inclusive diffraction dissociation of pions 
in the $ p ! Xp reaction at E$ = 100 GeV showed that the re-
spective M2

X distributions scaled by the total cross sections are 
very similar in the photon and pion cases. For the cross sections 
integrated over M2

X , this observation means that:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#" p
( d#$ p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#$ p
= &$

#

16$
#$ N , (13)

where in the last equation we expressed the cross section of pion 
diffraction dissociation in terms of &$

# characterizing the P$ (# )
distribution and the total pion–nucleon cross section #$ N .

On the other hand, using the formalism of cross section fluctu-
ations for the !-nucleon scattering and the mVMD model for the 
" –! transition, we obtain for the cross section of photon diffrac-
tion dissociation [compare to Eq. (5)]:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)

dt
= 1

16$

"
e
f!

#2 ($
d# P (# )# 2 # (#̂!N )2

)

= &#

16$

"
e
f!

#2

(#̂!N)2 , (14)

where the diffraction dissociation final state X by construction 
does not contain ! . The inelastic final state X is selected exper-
imentally by analyzing the differential cross section as a function 
of the produced diffractive mass M X and corresponds to the val-
ues of M X beyond the ! peak, M2

X > 1.5–2 GeV2 [51]. Substituting 
Eq. (14) in Eq. (13) we obtain the desired constraint on &# :

&# =
f 2
!

e2

#$ N#" p

#̂ 2
!N

&$
# , (15)

where the total photon–proton cross section #" p is taken from the 
fit to data [4].

For the pion projectile, we use the constituent quark counting 
rule for the ratio of the nucleon–nucleon and the pion–nucleon 
total cross sections and obtain:

&$
# (s) = 3

2
&N

# (s) . (16)

Here we effectively use validity of the limiting fragmentation 
which is well established experimentally.

The pattern of cross section fluctuations for the nucleon projec-
tile has the following dependence of the invariant collision energy 

• Зарабатываем 2 дополнительных эффекта по сравнению со 
стандартными методами: уточняем описание сечения 𝛾p→ρp и учитываем 
неупругие Грибовские экранировки в σ𝛾A→ρA 

•  → хорошее описание нормировки и зависимости от энергии σ𝛾A→ρA

Frankfurt, Guzey, Strikman, 
Zhalov, PLB 752 (2016) 51

• Сравнение с данными РИК 
(STAR) Adler, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 89 
(2002) 272302; Abelev et al., Phys. Rev. C 77 
(2008) 034910; Agakishiev, et al., Phys. Rev. 
C 85 (2012) 014910 и БАК (ALICE), 
Adam et al (ALICE), JHEP 1509 (2015) 095; 
Acharya et al, JHEP 06 (2020) 035.  
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Fig. 4. The !" A!# A cross section as a function of W" p . The theoretical predictions 
using the mVMD model for the " p ! #p cross section and the Gribov–Glauber 
model with cross section fluctuations for the " A ! # A amplitude are compared to 
the STAR (circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. The shaded area reflects the theoretical 
uncertainty associated with the parameter $ characterizing the strength of cross 
section fluctuations (see text for details).

"
s: the cross section fluctuations reach a broad maximum for 

24 <
"

s < 200 GeV, are most likely small for 
"

s < 24 GeV and 
gradually decrease for 

"
s > 200 GeV toward the Tevatron and LHC 

energies. Therefore, we use the following parametrization for the 
parameter %N

! describing the dispersion of the fluctuations:

%N
! (s) =

!
""#

""$

$
"

s/24 ,
"

s < 24GeV ,

$ , 24 <
"

s < 200 GeV ,

$ # 0.15 ln(
"

s/200) + 0.03(ln(
"

s/200))2 ,"
s > 200 GeV ,

(17)

where the parameter $ $ 0.25–0.35 was determined from the 
analysis of pp and p̄p data [28].

It is known [22] from studies of corrections to the Glauber 
model for total proton–nucleus cross sections that suppression due 
to the inelastic shadowing is almost compensated by the effect of 
short-range correlations (SRC) in the wave function of the target 
nucleus. We included the effect of SRC by the following replace-
ment [52]:

T A(b) ! T A(b) + &c
!#N

2

%
dz#2

A(b, z) , (18)

where &c = 0.74 fm is the correlation length.
Our predictions for the " A ! # A cross section as a function 

of W" p are presented in Fig. 4. The shaded area spanned by two 
red curves presents the results of the calculation using the mVMD 
model for the " p ! #p cross section and the Gribov–Glauber 
model with the effect of cross section fluctuations, see Eq. (10). 
The shaded area shows the uncertainty of our calculations due to 
the variation of the fluctuation strength %! by changing $ in the 
range 0.25 % $ % 0.35. Our predictions are compared to the STAR 
(circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. One can clearly see from the fig-
ure that the inclusion of the inelastic nuclear shadowing enables 
us to explain the discrepancy between the UPC data on coherent #
photoproduction on nuclei at large W" p and the theoretical de-
scription of this process in the framework of the VMD-GM with 
the DL94 parametrization of the #N cross section.

4. Discussion

The effect of the inelastic shadowing correction, which we 
demonstrate in these calculations, can be checked in the UPC mea-
surements at the LHC. The inelastic nuclear shadowing changes the 
rapidity distribution of coherent # photoproduction in ion UPCs. 
Fig. 5 presents the results of our calculation of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy, 

Fig. 5. The rapidity distribution of coherent # photoproduction in Pb–Pb UPCs at "
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Theoretical predictions of the mVDM-GGM (red solid curves with 

the shaded area showing the uncertainty due to the variation of the fluctuation 
strength), the mVMD-GM (blue dashed curve) and the VMD-GM (green dot-dashed 
curve) are compared to the ALICE data (see text for details).

see Eq. (1), as a function of the # meson rapidity y in Pb–Pb UPCs 
at the LHC at "sNN = 2.76 TeV. The shaded area spanned by two 
red curves corresponds to the combination of the mVMD model 
and the Gribov–Glauber model for nuclear shadowing with cross 
section fluctuations (the shaded area shows the uncertainty of the 
calculations related to the variation of the fluctuation strength due 
to the change of $ in the range 0.25 % $ % 0.35); the blue dashed 
curve is the result of the calculation in mVMD-GM, i.e. without 
cross section fluctuations; the green dot-dashed curve is the result 
of the VMD-DL94 model combined with the Glauber model. The 
shape of the rapidity distribution predicted by the mVMD-GGM 
calculations is due to specifics of symmetric UPCs and the inter-
play between the energy dependence of the inelastic shadowing 
correction and the photon flux.

The predicted shape of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy is different from the 
almost flat d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy distribution obtained in the VDM-GM 
and Starlight approaches and is also in stark contrast with the 
calculations [53,54] in the color dipole model approach predict-
ing a bell-like shape for d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy with the maximum at 
y = 0 and small values of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy at y $ #4.5 corre-
sponding to W" p $ 5–10 GeV, i.e., to the energy range of the 
STAR measurements. From Fig. 4 it is seen that the experimen-
tal photoproduction cross section is almost constant in the energy 
range spanning the STAR and ALICE energies, !" Pb!#Pb $ 2 mb. In 
UPCs at y = 0, the contributions from both colliding nuclei serv-
ing as a target are equal, while at |y| = 4.5 the contribution of 
the low energy photon dominates. The photon fluxes are calcu-
lated in all studies similarly and with good accuracy, N" /Pb(y =
0) = 108 and N" /Pb(y = #4.5) = 250. Then one easily obtains that 
!PbPb!PbPb#(|y| = 4.5) $ 500 mb > !PbPb!PbPb#(y = 0) $ 430 mb. 
These estimates confirm that the two-bumped shape of the rapid-
ity distribution seems to be reasonable.

The good agreement with the ALICE result allows us to predict 
the value of the cross section of coherent # photoproduction in 
Pb–Pb UPCs at "sNN = 5.02 TeV in Run 2 at the LHC:

d! (y = 0)

dy
= 560 ± 25 mb . (19)

Examining the calculations of elastic photoproduction of #
mesons on nuclei in the dipole model framework [53,54], one 
notes that some of them describe the STAR and ALICE data while 

• Хороше описание σ𝛾A→ρA  означает хорошее описание данных РИК и БАК 
(Run 1 and 2) по когерентному фоторождению ρ, dσ(AA→ρAA)/dy at y=0. 

• Левый рис.: Зависимость от быстроты в рамках подходов Глаубера (GM) 
и Грибова-Глаубера Glauber (GGM(. 

• Правый рис.: Зависимость от энергии WNN=√sNN , сравнение со STARlight
INCOHERENT ! MESON PHOTOPRODUCTION IN … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 102, 015208 (2020)
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FIG. 6. The coherent UPC cross sections as a function of WNN =!
sNN at y = 0 in the Gribov-Glauber (red solid curve with a shaded

band) and STARlight (black dot-dashed curve) models. The scaled
STAR measurement at

!
sNN = 200 GeV [43] and the ALICE mea-

surements at
!

sNN = 2.76 TeV [17] and
!

sNN = 5.02 TeV [18]
are shown by the filled circle and the squares with error bars,
respectively.

factor of two of the cross section of coherent ! photopro-
duction on nuclei in the STARlight model compared to the
standard optical-limit Glauber model (see Table I). Note that
the STARlight framework has an option for the calculation
of the "

STARlight
# A"!A cross section with the total !-nucleus cross

section calculated in the Glauber model. It leads to a very
large value of the coherent cross section at

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV,

d"
STARlight
AA"!AA /dy(y = 0) # 1100 mb.
Predictions of the Gribov-Glauber and STARlight models

for the coherent d"AA"!AA/dy UPC cross section as a function
of WNN = !

sNN at y = 0 are shown in Fig. 6. Also, the scaled

results of the STAR measurement of coherent ! photoproduc-
tion in Au-Au UPCs at

!
sNN = 200 GeV [43] and ALICE

measurements of coherent ! photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs
at

!
sNN = 2.76 TeV [17] and

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV [18] are

shown by the filled circle and the squares with error bars,
respectively. One can see that the predictions of our approach
are in excellent agreement with the ALICE data. Note that
the STAR data point for Au was scaled to Pb by the ratio of
the theoretical cross sections. The Glauber model prediction
(not shown) significantly exceeds that of the Gribov-Glauber
approach and, hence, fails to describe the Run 1 and 2 ALICE
data points (see Ref. [8] and Table I of the present work).

Table I summarizes the results for the incoherent
d"AA"!AA$/dy and coherent d"AA"!AA/dy cross sections of
! photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs at

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV and

y = 0 in the framework presented in this paper (GM and
GGM) and the STARlight model. It clearly demonstrates large
differences between predictions of the Gribov-Glauber model
superseding the Glauber model and those of STARlight,
which are especially dramatic for the incoherent cross section.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, using the Gribov-Glauber model for photon-
nucleus scattering and a generalization of the VMD model for
the hadronic structure of the photon, we consider incoherent
photoproduction of ! mesons on heavy nuclei and make pre-
dictions for the incoherent PbPb " !PbA$ UPC cross section
in the LHC kinematics. We present our results as a function
of the rapidity y at

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV and the invariant

collision energy
!

sNN at y = 0. We also give predictions for
the incoherent photoproduction cross section # Pb " !A$ as
a function of the invariant photon-nucleon energy W# p. We
demonstrate that the effect of the inelastic nuclear shadowing
in the incoherent cross sections is significant and leads to an
additional 25% suppression of the cross section. Comparing
our predictions to those of the STARlight Monte Carlo frame-
work, we find very significant differences.
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Фоторождение ρ в Pb-Pb УПС на БАК (2)  
• Представление наших результатов в статьях ALICE, сравнение с 
другими подходами.

!0 photoproduction in Pb–Pb UPC at
!

sNN = 5.02 TeV ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 5: (Colour online). Cross section for the coherent photoproduction of !0 vector mesons in Pb–Pb UPC as
a function of rapidity for no forward-neutron selection (top left), and for the 0n0n (top right), 0nXn (bottom left)
and XnXn (bottom right) classes. The lines show the predictions of the different models described in the text.

4 Results

4.1 Coherent photoproduction of !0 vector mesons

Figure 5 shows the cross section for the coherent photoproduction of !0 vector mesons in Pb–Pb UPC as
a function of rapidity. The measurements are performed for ranges in the absolute value of rapidity. For
display purposes, the measurements are shown in Fig. 5 at positive rapidities and reflected into negative
rapidities. The cross sections are reported numerically in Table 4. Data are compared with the following
models:

STARlight. This model is based on a phenomenological description of the exclusive production of
!0 vector mesons off nucleons, the optical theorem, and a Glauber-like eikonal formalism, neglect-
ing the elastic part of the elementary !0–nucleon cross section, to describe nuclear effects [15, 16].

GKZ. These predictions by Guzey, Kryshen and Zhalov (GKZ) are based on a modified vector-
dominance model, in which the hadronic fluctuations of the photon interact with the nucleons in the
nucleus according to the Gribov-Glauber model of nuclear shadowing. The model is introduced
in [8], while the predictions for Pb–Pb UPC at

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV are presented in [35]. In the

figures the variations of the prediction on the uncertainty of theory parameters are shown as upper
and lower limit of the model; see [8] for details.

GMMNS. This model by Goncalves, Machado, Morerira, Navarra and dos Santos (GMMNS) [36]
is based on the Iancu-Itakura-Munier (IIM) [37] implementation of gluon saturation within the

11

Acharya et al [ALICE}, JHEP 06 (2020) 035

GKZ = Guzey, Kryshen, Zhalov 
CCKT =  dipole model with hot spots, Glauber model 
GMMNS = dipole model with saturation 
STARlight = standard MC for UPCs, Glauber model 
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Фоторождение ρ в Xe-Xe УПС на БАК  
• Тоже самое для УПС ядер ксенона, Acharya et al [ALICE], arXiv:2101.02581 [hep-ex]

GKZ = Guzey, Kryshen, Zhalov 
CCKT =  dipole model with hot spots, Glauber model 
GMMNS = dipole model with saturation 
STARlight = standard MC for UPCs, Glauber model

Coherent !0 photoproduction in ultra-peripheral Xe—Xe collisions ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 3: (Colour online) Cross section for the coherent photoproduction of !0 vector mesons in Xe–Xe UPC.
The lines show the predictions of the different models described in the text.

varying each parameter within their reported uncertainty. This is the dominant source of uncertainty in
the measurement and amounts to 10.7%. It is worth noting that a variation in the normalisation of the
M term in Eq. (1) within the ±10% uncertainty mentioned before produces a change in the cross section
which is negligible with respect to the other effects already mentioned.

The extraction of fractions of the cross section in the 0n0n, 0nXn+Xn0n, and XnXn classes is also
affected by pile-up in the ZNA and ZNC and by the efficiency of these calorimeters to detected neutrons.
The pile-up probabilities are (0.47±0.02)% and (0.44±0.02)%, while the efficiencies are 0.91±0.01
and 0.92 ± 0.02 for the ZNA and ZNC, respectively. The uncertainties in these numbers, along with
the uncertainty on the subtraction of the incoherent contribution, are taken into account to obtain the
uncertainty on the fractions quoted below.

4 Cross section results

The cross section for the coherent photoproduction of !0 vector mesons in ultra-peripheral Xe–Xe colli-
sions at

!
sNN = 5.44 TeV measured at midrapidity is

d"

dy
= 131.5±5.6 (stat.)+17.5

"16.9 (syst.) mb. (4)

Figure 3 shows the measured cross section and compares it with the prediction of the following models.
STARlight [16], which is based on (i) a phenomenological description of existing data on exclusive
production of !0 vector mesons off protons, (ii) the optical theorem, and (iii) a Glauber-like eikonal
formalism which neglects the elastic part of the elementary !0–nucleon cross section. The prediction by
Guzey, Kryshen and Zhalov (GKZ) [32] relies on a modified vector dominance model, where hadronic
fluctuations of the photon are taken into account according to the Gribov–Glauber model of nuclear
shadowing; the band shows the variation on the predictions when varying the parameters of the model.
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Figure 4: A dependence of the "A cross section for the coherent production of a !0 meson and the corresponding
power low fit shown as a band. The general expectations for three extreme cases are represented by the dashed,
dotted-dashed, and dotted lines, respectively. The red band corresponds to the GKZ predictions when varying the
parameters of the model. A power-law fit to the CCKT model is shown by the blue band. See text for details.

uncertainties coming from the Ross–Stodolsky fit model and from the ITS-TPC matching are correlated
between the Xe and Pb results. The midrapidity photon–nucleus centre-of-mass energy per nucleon is
given by W 2

"A,n = m
!

sNN (with m the mass of the vector meson), so it is slightly different in both systems
(62 GeV in Pb–Pb and 65 GeV in Xe–Xe); as the "–Pb cross section is expected to change around 1%
between these two values, well within the experimental uncertainties, both measurements are taken as
having W"A,n = 65 GeV.

The dependence of these cross sections on A is fitted by a power-law model, #"A(A) = #0A$ , using also
the cross section measured by H1 at this energy [40]: (11.8±0.9(syst.)) µb. The value reported by H1
is consistent with the corresponding cross section found by the ZEUS [39] and CMS [38] collaborations.
The fit is shown in Fig. 4. It has a %2 = 1.48 (for one degree of freedom). The parameters from the
fit when using only uncorrelated uncertainties are #0 = 0.0117 ± 0.0009 mb and $ = 0.963 ± 0.019.
The correlation between them is "0.78. Varying the flux by ±2% produces a change in the exponent
$ of 0.005. Varying the cross sections by the correlated uncertainties from the fit model and the ITS–
TPC matching does not modify the #0 parameter and causes a change in the exponent $ of ±0.007 and
+0.006, respectively.

The fit is compared with three generic expectations having different dependence on A resulting on slopes
$ of 4/3, 1, and 2/3 for full coherence disregarding any other dynamical effect, for a total incoherent
behaviour, and for the black-disc limit, respectively. The slope found in data is significantly different
from 4/3 signalling important shadowing effects. The closeness of data to a slope of 1 does not imply
incoherent behaviour; it is just a coincidence produced by the large shadowing suppression. The black-
disc limit seems to be quite distant at this energy of W"A = 65 GeV.

Fitting to the same functional form the predictions of the Gribov–Glauber approach (GKZ [32, 41])
and of the colour dipole model with subnucleon degrees of freedom (CCKT [36, 42]) yields slopes of

10



• Nuclear parton distributions (nPDFs) = densities/distributions of quarks and 
gluons in nuclei as function of momentum fraction x at resolution scale µ.  

• Defined as matrix elements of quark and gluon fields between nuclear states 
in the framework of QCD collinear factorization. 

• Universal quantities, can be accessed in different processes.

Deep-Inelastic scattering
The power of the factorization theorem is that the same quark and
gluon PDFs can be accessed in different processes as long as there is
large scale, which guarantees validity of factorization.

Inclusive DIS

Drell-Yan process

Inclusive charm production,
sensitive to gluons

Nuclear parton distributions at small x 
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Deep-Inelastic scattering
The power of the factorization theorem is that the same quark and
gluon PDFs can be accessed in different processes as long as there is
large scale, which guarantees validity of factorization.

Inclusive DIS

Drell-Yan process

Inclusive charm production,
sensitive to gluons

• nPDFs are determined from global 
QCD fits to data on fixed-target DIS, 
hard processes in dA (RHIC) and pA 
(LHC)  → fA(x,µ2) with significant 
uncertainties

RA
uV

(x,Q2
0) = RA

dV
(x,Q2

0) was made as only one type of data sensitive to the large-x valence quarks
was included in these fits. Indeed, at large x, one can approximate

d!!+A
DIS !

!
4

9

"

uAV +

!
1

9

"

dAV ! upV

#

RA
uV

+RA
dV

dpV
upV

Z + 4N

N + 4Z

$

" upV

#

RA
uV

+
1

2
RA

dV

$

, (4)

which underscores the fact that these data can constrain only a certain linear combination of RA
uV

and RA
dV

. Despite the lack of other type of data sensitive to the valence quarks, the assumption

RA
uV

(x,Q2
0) = RA

dV
(x,Q2

0) was released in a recent nCTEQ work leading to mutually wildly di!erent

RA
uV

and RA
dV

(see Fig.1 in Ref.[18]). Other type of data sensitive to the valence quarks would
obviously be required to pin down them separately in a more realistic manner. Despite the fact
that some neutrino data (also sensitive to the valence quarks) was included in the dssz fit, the
authors did not investigate the possible di!erence between RA

uV
and RA

dV
in the paper.

In the case of RA
u , which here generally represents the sea quark modification, all parametriza-

tions are in a fair agreement in the data-constrained region. This is also true if the nCTEQ results
are considered (Fig.1 in Ref.[18]). Above the parametrization scale Q2 > Q2

0, the sea quark modi-
fications are also significantly a!ected, especially at large x (x ! 0.2), by the corresponding gluon
modification RA

g via the DGLAP evolution.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the gluon nuclear modification factors for the lead nucleus at Q2 = 10GeV2 (left), and the
nuclear modification for inclusive pion production in d+Au collisions at midrapidity.

The largest di!erences among eps09, hkn07, and dssz are in the nuclear e!ects for the gluon
PDFs, shown in Fig. 3. The origins of the large di!erences are more or less known: The DIS and
Drell-Yan data are mainly sensitive to the quarks, and thus leave RA

g quite unconstrained. To
improve on this, eps09 and dssz make use of the nuclear modification observed in the inclusive
pion production at RHIC [26, 27]. An example of these data are shown in Fig. 3. Although the
pion data included in eps09 and dssz are not exactly the same, it may still look surprising how
di!erent the resulting RA

g are. The reason lies (as noted also e.g. in [28]) in the use of di!erent

parton-to-pion fragmentation functions (FFs) Dk!"+X(z,Q2) in the calculation of the inclusive
pion production cross sections

d!d+Au!"+X =
%

i,j,k

fd
i # d!̂ij!k # fAu

j #Dk!"+X . (5)

4

shadowing

Rg(x,Q
2) =

gA(x,Q2)

Agp(x,Q2)

Paukkunen, NPA 926 (2014) 24



Nuclear shadowing and nPDFs at small x (2)
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• One of the goals of the LHC heavy ion program is to better constrain nPDFs: 
while Run 1 pA@LHC data does not really help, EPPS16, Eskola, et al., EPJ C77 (2017) 163, Run 2 
data on dijets and HF production may/should give additional constraints on nPDFs
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2 = 104 GeV2 before and after reweighting

with the dijet data.

direction a slight enhancement in the central prediction can be
observed, but this is far less prominent than the suppression
in the forward bins. In total, we obtain an improvement in the
goodness of fit from c2/Ndata = 1.68 to 1.41 with a penalty
P/D c2 = 0.14.

The corresponding effects on the EPPS16 nuclear modifi-
cations in lead at the parametrization scale Q

2 = 1.69 GeV2

are presented in Fig. 10. There is a striking impact on gluon
modification uncertainties, which are reduced across all x.
In the best-constrained mid-x region, the uncertainties are
reduced to less than half of their original size. As the uncer-
tainty band lies clearly above unity in this region, we find
strong evidence for gluon antishadowing in lead. At small
x, the reweighted uncertainty band goes respectively below
unity, giving evidence for gluon shadowing. These findings
are in accordance with those of Ref. [37], where inclusive
heavy-flavour production data from measurements at the
LHC were used to study the gluon PDF modifications in nu-
clei. As expected from inspecting the ratio of the dijet spectra,

the new central set seems to support stronger shadowing than
in the original EPPS16 central fit.

Even with the increased gluon shadowing, the most for-
ward bins of R

norm.
pPb are not well reproduced by the reweighted

results, which is also the reason why the c2/Ndata remained
somewhat high even after the reweighting. To be consistent
with these forward data points, a very deep shadowing for
the gluons would be required. Moreover, the probed x region
changes very little between the last and second-to-last hdijet
data point, and thus such a steep drop as that suggested by
the data is difficult to attain. This is because the DGLAP
evolution efficiently smooths out even steep structures in
the gluon nuclear modification, as can be seen in Fig. 11
where we show the gluon nuclear modifications evolved to
higher scales. We also note that the systematic uncertainty
dominates in the last hdijet bins, and thus taking into account
the data correlations, once available, could improve the fit
quality. These findings should, in the future, be contrasted
also with the recent ATLAS conditional yield measurement,
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Figure 8. The EPPS16 nuclear modifications for bound-proton PDFs in Pb nucleus before (blue)
and after (red) reweighting with the LHCb data. The scale is Q2 = 1.69 GeV2.
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Figure 9. The EPPS16 nuclear modifications for bound-proton PDFs in Pb nucleus before (blue)
and after (red) reweighting with the LHCb data. The scale is Q2 = 10 GeV2.
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Run 2 CMS jets, Eskola, Paakkinen, 
Paukkunen, EPJC 79 (2019) 6, 511

Run 2 LHCb D0, 
Eskola, Helenius, 
Paakkinen, Paukkunen, 
JHEP 05 (2020) 037

• The impact of these new data, which are not included in the fit, is usually 
assessed using Bayesian re-weighting:

5

(a) D-reweighted nCTEQ15 (b) D-reweighted EPPS16

(c) B! J/ -reweighted nCTEQ15 (d) B! J/ -reweighted EPPS16

(e) J/ -reweighted nCTEQ15 (f) J/ -reweighted EPPS16

FIG. 1. Comparison of the (un)reweighted gluon nuclear ratio for Pb
from the nCTEQ15 (left) and EPPS16 (right) nPDFs for reweightings
with (from top to bottom): D meson, B ! J/ , and J/ data. The
scale variation was performed and shown on each plot about µ0 in
Tab. I).

This gives us 3+1 RnPDF sets for each combination of
initial nPDF sets (nCTEQ15 or EPPS16) and each data type
which together gives 32 new RnPDF sets. Since we want to
provide all these new RnPDFs to the public such that they can

be used in other studies, we have converted them into cor-
responding Hessian sets which are handier to use than the
(many) PDF replicas which were initially obtained. In or-
der to produce Hessian sets out of PDF replicas we use the
mc2hessian program [99, 100]. For the reweighted Hessian
sets we use the same number of error sets as in the origi-
nal nPDFs which in case of nCTEQ15 is 32 and in case of
EPPS16 is 40. One should however note that the obtained er-
rors are symmetric and as a result it is su�cient to provide cor-
respondingly only 16 and 20 error PDFs. The RnPDF errors
for the resulting sets should be computed using the following
prescription:

�O =
sX

k

⇣
O( f +k ) � O( f0)

⌘2
, (5)

where O is a PDF-dependent observable and k goes over 16 or
20 error PDFs.8

The comparison of the reweighted and original gluon distri-
butions are presented in Fig. 1. We should highlight here that
the plots (and the corresponding LHAPDF files) features PDF
uncertainties at 90% CL. This is in accordance with the origi-
nal nPDF sets we used (nCTEQ15 and EPPS16) but it di↵ers
from what we presented in [1] where we had used 68% CL.9
Additional plots showing a detailed comparison of gluon nu-
clear modifications for di↵erent reweightings both at 68% CL
and 90% CL are presented in the appendix A.

In order to confront the resulting distributions with recent
nPDFs, in Fig. 2, we compare the gluon NMFs obtained in the
HF reweightings with the results from the nCTEQ15WZ [27]
and nNNPDF20 [25] nPDF sets. None of these two nPDFs
used the LHC HF data we employed in our analysis in the
fits and, as such, they do not have stringent constraints on the
gluon distribution especially in the low-x region (since most
of the constraints in these sets are coming from the LHC W/Z
boson data which have a kinematic reach to around x & 10�3).
Nevertheless, it is interesting to see the comparison which
clear shows that the HF data is crucial for pinning down the
low-x gluon distribution, confirming that the gluon is shad-
owed at small values of x.

We note that in Fig. 2 we show a single error band for each
of the HF RnPDFs. This error band is an envelope of error
bands originating from the reweightings performed varying
the factorization scale, see Fig. 1 and Tab. I.

Furthermore, since the atomic mass, A, of lead and gold
nuclei are very close (208 vs. 197) nuclear modifications for
these two nuclei are also very similar. We used this fact and
assumed that the results of reweighting using the pPb LHC
HF data can be directly transferred to the case of gold. To

8 The original nCTEQ15 and EPPS16 LHAPDF sets provided both “plus”
and “minus” error PDFs and as a result the appropriate formula for calcu-

lating PDF uncertaintiy was �O = 1
2

qP
k
⇣
O( f +k ) � O( f �k )

⌘2
instead.

9 The reweighting itself was performed at 68% CL but for the convenience
of the users we have converted the resulting nPDFs to the 90% CL which
is the standard used in the community.

Runs 1 & 2 J/𝜓, Kusina, 
Lansberg, Schienbein, Shao, 
arXiv:2012.11462 [hep-ph] 

• It is also important to use the potential of heavy-ion UPCs to better constrain 
nuclear PDFs at small x.



Model of leading-twist nuclear shadowing: heavy nuclei  
• Alternative to extrapolation of nPDFs into x < 0.05 region : model of leading 
twist nuclear shadowing, Frankfurt, Guzey, Strikman, Phys. Rept. 512 (2012) 255 

• Combination of Gribov-Glauber shadowing model with QCD factorization 
theorems for inclusive and diffractive DIS, Frankfurt, Strikman, EPJ A5 (1999) 293 
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Fig. 10. Graphs corresponding to sea quark nuclear PDFs. Graphs a, b, and c correspond to the interaction with one, two, and three nucleons, respectively.
Graph a gives the impulse approximation; graphs b and c contribute to the shadowing correction.

Fig. 11. Graphs corresponding to the gluon nuclear PDF. For the legend, see Fig. 10.

in the case of the deuteron target. One should also note that Eqs. (43) and (44) do not require the decomposition over
twists. The only requirement is that the nucleus is a system of color neutral objects—nucleons. The data on the EMC ratio
F2A(x,Q 2)/[AF2N(x,Q 2)] for x > 0.1 indicate that the corrections to the multinucleon picture of the nucleus do not exceed
few percent for x  0.5, see the discussion in Section 3.2.

The next crucial step in the derivation of ourmaster equation for nuclear PDFs is the use of theQCD factorization theorems
for inclusive DIS and hard diffraction in DIS. According to the QCD factorization theorem for inclusive DIS (for a review, see,
e.g., [58]) the inclusive structure function F2(x,Q 2) (of any target) is given by the convolution of hard scattering coefficients
Cj with the parton distribution functions of the target fj (j is the parton flavor):

F2(x,Q 2) = x
X

j=q,q̄,g

Z 1

x

dy
y
Cj

✓
x
y
,Q 2

◆
fj(y,Q 2). (45)

Since the coefficient functions Cj do not depend on the target, Eq. (34) leads to the relation between nuclear PDFs of flavor
j, which are evaluated in the impulse approximation, f (a)

j/A , and the nucleon PDFs fj/N ,

xf (a)
j/A (x,Q 2) = Axfj/N(x,Q 2). (46)

In the graphical form, f (a)
j/A is given by graph a in Figs. 10 and 11.

Note also that one can take into account the difference between the proton and neutron PDFs by replacing Afj/N !

Zfj/p + (A � Z)fj/n, where Z is the number of protons, and the subscripts p and n refer to the free proton and neutron,
respectively.

Similarly to the inclusive case, the factorization theorem for hard diffraction in DIS states that, at given fixed t and xP

and in the leading twist (LT) approximation, the diffractive structure function FD(4)
2 can be written as the convolution of the

same hard scattering coefficient functions Cj with universal diffractive parton distributions f D(4)
j :

FD(4)
2 (x,Q 2, xP, t) = �

X

j=q,q̄,g

Z 1

�

dy
y
Cj

✓
�

y
,Q 2

◆
f D(4)
j (y,Q 2, xP, t), (47)

— + —
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our numerical studies described below, � decreases with decreasing x, which reflects the onset of the strong interaction
regime for the increasing fraction of the configurations contributing to the PDFs.

We shall postpone the detailed discussion of � j
soft until Section 5.1.2. At this point, to get the feeling about the meaning

and magnitude of �
j
soft, we note that if diffraction were described by the aligned jet model, we would expect the typical

strength of the interaction of a large-size qq̄ configuration with the nucleon to be compatible to that for pions (⇢ mesons,
etc.), i.e., �aligned jet�N ⇡ 25 mb at x = 0.01 and �aligned jet�N ⇡ 40 mb at x = 10�5.

Applying the color fluctuation approximation to Eq. (61), we obtain our final expression for the nuclear parton distribu-
tion modified by nuclear shadowing,

xfj/A(x,Q 2
0 ) = Axfj/N(x,Q 2

0 ) � 8⇡A(A � 1) <e
(1 � i⌘)2

1 + ⌘2 Bdiff

Z 0.1

x
dxP�f D(3)

j (�,Q 2
0 , xP)

⇥

Z
d2b

Z
1

�1

dz1
Z

1

z1
dz2⇢A(Eb, z1)⇢A(Eb, z2)ei(z1�z2)xPmN e�

A
2 (1�i⌘)�

j
soft(x,Q

2
0 )

R z2
z1 dz0⇢A(Eb,z0), (64)

where Afj/N ⌘ Zfj/p + (A � Z)fj/n; Q 2
0 is a low scale at which the color fluctuation approximation is applicable (see below).

The nuclear PDFs fj/A given by Eq. (64) are next-to-leading (NLO) PDFs since the nucleon diffractive PDFs f D(3)
j are obtained

from the NLO QCD fit.
Our master Eq. (64) determines the nuclear PDFs fj/A at a particular input scale Q 2 = Q 2

0 , which is explicitly present in
fj/N , f

D(3)
j and �

j
soft. The color fluctuation approximation is more accurate if the fluctuations are more hadron-like, i.e., when

the contribution of the point-like configurations (PLCs) is small. This demands that Q 2
0 is not too large. At the same time, we

would like to stay within the perturbative regime, where higher twist contributions to the diffractive structure functions
are still small and where the fits to diffractive PDFs do not have to be extrapolated too strongly. (In the extraction of the
diffractive PDFs from the HERA data on diffraction, only the data with Q 2 > 8.5 GeV2 were used [61]. However, it has been
checked that the extrapolation down to Q 2 = 4 GeV2 works with a good accuracy.) Accordingly, in our numerical analysis,
we use Q 2

0 = 4 GeV2. We will demonstrate that our results depend weakly on the choice of Q 2
0 , even if we keep �

j
soft fixed.

This is because the approximations discussed above are needed only for the interactions with three and more nucleons of
the target; the double rescattering contribution is evaluated in a model-independent way.

It is important to emphasize that while Eq. (61) gives a general expression for the effect of cross section (color)
fluctuations on themultiple interactions, Eq. (64) presents a particular approximation—the color fluctuation approximation.
In this approximation, the interaction cross section with N � 3 nucleons is �

j
soft(x,Q

2) = h� 3ij/h�
2ij, see Eq. (63). Eq. (64)

allows for a simple interpretation: the factor Bdiff
R 0.1
x dxP�f D(3)

j (�,Q 2, xP) describes the probability for a photon to diffract
into diffractive states in the interaction with a target nucleon at point (z1, Eb) and to be absorbed in the interaction with
another nucleon at point (z2, Eb), while the factor in the third line of Eq. (64) describes the interaction of the diffractive states
with other nucleons of the nucleus with the cross section �

j
soft between points z1 and z2.

It is important to note that �
j
soft(x,Q

2) can be determined experimentally by measuring nuclear shadowing with a light
nucleus, for instance, with 4He. Alternatively, �

j
soft(x,Q

2) can be extracted directly from coherent diffraction in DIS on
deuterium [128]. After �

j
soft(x,Q

2) will have been determined, the leading twist theory will contain no model-dependent
parameters and can be used to predict nuclear shadowing for an arbitrary nucleus in a completely model-independent way.
The discussed measurements can be carried out at a future Electron–Ion Collider.

In the treatment of multiple rescatterings in the leading twist theory of nuclear shadowing in Ref. [76], we used the
so-called quasi-eikonal approximation, which neglects color fluctuations and, hence, uses �

j
soft(x,Q

2) = �
j
2(x,Q

2) ⌘

h� 2ij/h� ij in Eq. (64). Such an approximation gives the results identical to Eq. (64) for the interaction with one and two
nucleons of the nuclear target. However, it neglects the presence of point-like configurations in the virtual photon wave
function and, hence, overestimates shadowing at x ⇠ 10�3, where the contribution of the interactionswithN > 2 is already
important, while the contribution of the point-like configurations is still significant. We will use a comparison between
the color fluctuation and quasi-eikonal approximations to illustrate the role of color fluctuations in Section 5.8. (Note that
the quasi-eikonal approximation is popular in the literature in spite of its deep shortcomings discussed above and also in
Section 3.1.4.)

In the very small-x limit, which for practical purposes means x < 10�2 (see Fig. 44), the factor ei(z1�z2)xPmN in Eq. (64) can
be safely neglected. This results in a significant simplification of the master formula after the integration by parts two times
(cf. [80]):

xfj/A(x,Q 2
0 ) = A xfj/N(x,Q 2

0 ) � 8⇡A(A � 1)Bdiff <e
(1 � i⌘)2

1 + ⌘2

Z 0.1

x
dxP�f D(3)

j (�,Q 2
0 , xP)

⇥

Z
d2Eb

e�LTA(b) � 1 + LTA(b)
L2

, (65)

where L = A/2 (1 � i⌘)�
j
soft(x,Q

2
0 ); TA(b) =

R
1

�1
dz ⇢A(z).

diffractive  
exchange

proton diffractive PDFs 
from HERA effective cross sectionnuclear density



Model of leading-twist nuclear shadowing (2)   
• Predicts nuclear PDFs at µ2=3-4 GeV2  → input for DGLAP evolution. 
• Magnitude of shadowing is determined by proton diffractive PDFs, ZEUS, 
H1 2006 → naturally predicts large shadowing for gA(x,µ2). 

• One free parameter: 

20

�soft(x) =

R
d�P�(�)�3

R
d�P�(�)�2

• Estimated using two models of the photon 
hadronic fluctuations using the Good-
Walker approach to diffractive dissociation, 
Good, Walker, PR 120 (1960) 1857 

 - P(σ) like in the pion, Blattel et al, 1993 
 - P(σ) using the dipole model, McDermott, Frankfurt, 
Guzey, Strikman, 2000 
  

• The model also predicts impact-parameter-dependent nuclear PDFs gA(x,b,Q2)    
- shift of t-dependence of 𝛾A → J/𝜓A cross section in UPCs 
- oscillations of beam-spin nuclear DVCS asymmetry at EIC. 
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Fig. 29. The cross sections �
j(H)
soft , �

j(L)
soft , and �

j
2(x,Q

2
0 ) as functions of Bjorken x at fixed Q 2

0 = 4 GeV2. The left panel corresponds to the ū-quark; the right
panel corresponds to gluons.

Fig. 30. The ratio R of Eq. (116) at Q 2
0 = 4 GeV2. The solid curves correspond to �max = 0.5; the dotted curves correspond to �max = 0.1; the dot-dashed

curves correspond to �max = 0.01; the short-dashed curves correspond to �max = 0.001.

To quantify the contributions of different regions of integration over � to �
j
2(x,Q

2), we introduce the ratio R defined as
follows:

R(�max, x) ⌘

R 0.1
x dxP�f D(3)

j/N (�,Q 2
0 , xP)⇥(�max � �)

R 0.1
x dxP�f D(3)

j/N (�,Q 2
0 , xP)

. (116)

The ratio R for the ū-quark and gluon channels at Q 2
0 = 4 GeV2 is presented in Fig. 30. In the figure, the solid curves

correspond to �max = 0.5; the dotted curves correspond to �max = 0.1; the dot-dashed curves correspond to �max = 0.01;
the short-dashed curves correspond to �max = 0.001.

One can infer from Fig. 30 the relative contributions of different �-regions to �
j
2(x,Q

2) and, hence, to nuclear shadowing.
For instance, for x  10�5, the �  0.001-region contributes to nuclear shadowing at most 9% in the quark channel and
16% in the gluon channel. This estimate suggests that even for such small values of Bjorken x, various small-x effects, which
are not included in the DGLAP picture, should not lead to significant corrections in the evaluation of nuclear PDFs.

Another conclusion is that the diffractively produced masses M2
X ⇡ Q 2(1 � �)/� can be large. At very high energies

(small x), one enters the regime analogous to the triple Pomeron limit of hadronic physics, which allows for � ⌧ 1. This
contribution (neglecting the large-� contribution) to the nuclear structure functions at extremely small x was evaluated in
the Color Glass Condensate framework, see, e.g., Ref. [171].

5.1.4. Nuclear antishadowing and DGLAP evolution
By construction, Eq. (64) does not describe nuclear modifications of PDFs for x > 0.1, where such effects as nuclear

antishadowing and the EMC effect take place. However, we need to know nuclear PDFs at our chosen input scale Q 2
0 =

4 GeV2 for a wide range of the values of Bjorken x0, x  x0  1, since we use those nPDFs as an input for the
Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi (DGLAP) evolution to higher Q 2 > Q 2

0 .
The DGLAP evolution equations for PDFs fj of any target (we use the nucleus) read [77]:

d f nsj/A(x,Q
2)

d logQ 2 =
↵s(Q 2)

2⇡

Z 1

x

dx0

x0
Pqq

⇣ x
x0

⌘
f nsj/A(x

0,Q 2),

d
d logQ 2

✓
f sA(x,Q

2)

fg/A(x,Q 2)

◆
=

↵s(Q 2)

2⇡

Z 1

x

dx0

x0

0

B@
Pqq

⇣ x
x0

⌘
Pqg

⇣ x
x0

⌘

Pqg
⇣ x
x0

⌘
Pgg

⇣ x
x0

⌘

1

CA
✓

f sA(x
0,Q 2)

fg/A(x0,Q 2)

◆
, (117)



Predictions of leading twist model for heavy nuclei  

21

Leading twist (LTA) vs. EPPS16 Results of DGLAP evolution: from Q2=4 
GeV2 to Q2=10 and 10,000 GeV2 
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EIC is an ideal machine to test predictions of this model and distinguish it 
from other approaches due to: 
- wide x-Q2 coverage 
- measurements of the longitudinal structure function FLA(x,Q2) 
- measurements of diffraction in eA DIS
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Impact parameter dependence of nPDFs   
• The model of leading twist nuclear shadowing allows one to predict the 
dependence of nPDFs on the impact parameter b:

22
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Fig. 39. The A dependence of nuclear shadowing. The points (squares for x = 10�4 and open circles for x = 10�3) are the results of our calculations for
fj/A(x,Q 2)/[Afj/N (x,Q 2)] for 12C, 40Ca, 110Pd, and 208Pb; the smooth curves is a two-parameter fit of Eq. (128).

5.5. Impact parameter dependent nuclear PDFs

Predictions of the leading twist theory of nuclear shadowing for nPDFs can be readily generalized to predict the depen-
dence of nuclear PDFs on the impact parameter b. The impact parameter dependent nPDFs, fj/A(x,Q 2, b), can be introduced
by the following relation [75]:

Z
d2Ebfj/A(x,Q 2, b) = fj/A(x,Q 2). (129)

Removing the integration over the impact parameter Eb in our master Eq. (64), one immediately obtains the nuclear PDFs as
functions of x and b:

xfj/A(x,Q 2
0 , b) = A TA(b)xfj/N(x,Q 2

0 ) � 8⇡A(A � 1)Bdiff <e
(1 � i⌘)2

1 + ⌘2

Z 0.1

x
dxP�f D(3)

j (�,Q 2
0 , xP)

⇥

Z
1

�1

dz1
Z

1

z1
dz2 ⇢A(Eb, z1)⇢A(Eb, z2) ei(z1�z2)xPmN e�

A
2 (1�i⌘)�

j
soft(x,Q

2
0 )

R z2
z1 dz0⇢A(Eb,z0), (130)

where TA(b) =
R

1

�1
dz⇢A(Eb, z). Note that the presence of the factor TA(b) in Eq. (130) is required by the condition of Eq. (129).

The impact parameter dependent nPDFs, fj/A(x,Q 2, b), have the meaning of the probability to find parton j at the impact pa-
rameter b at the resolution scale Q 2. In deriving Eq. (130) the finite size of the nucleon was neglected as compared to the
nucleus size.

As wewill discuss in Section 6.2, our impact parameter dependent nuclear PDFs are nothing else but the diagonal nuclear
generalized parton distributions,

fj/A(x,Q 2, b) = Hj
A(x, ⇠ = 0, b,Q 2). (131)

Let us now discuss the spatial image of nuclear shadowing. This can be done by considering the ratio Rj(x, b,Q 2):

Rj(x, b,Q 2) =
fj/A(x,Q 2, b)

A TA(b)fj/N(x,Q 2)
=

Hj
A(x, ⇠ = 0, b,Q 2)

A TA(b)fj/N(x,Q 2)
. (132)

The ratio Rj(x, b,Q 2) of Eq. (132) for 40Ca (upper green surfaces) and 208Pb (lower red surfaces) as a function of x and |Eb| is
presented in Fig. 40. The top panel corresponds to ū quarks; the bottom panel corresponds to gluons. All surfaces correspond
to Q 2 = 4 GeV2 and to model FGS10_H of nuclear shadowing (see the previous discussion). Note that in the absence of
nuclear shadowing, Rj(x, b,Q 2) = 1.

Several features of Fig. 40 deserve a discussion. First, as one can see from Fig. 40, the amount of nuclear shadowing – the
suppression of Rj(x, b,Q 2) compared to unity – increases as one decreases x and b. Second, nuclear shadowing for gluons
is larger than for quarks. Third, nuclear shadowing induces non-trivial correlations between x and b in the nuclear GPD

•→ correlations between b and x, in 
particular, shadowing is stronger in nucleus 
center → shift of t-dependence of 𝛾A → J/𝜓A 
cross section → confirmed by LHC data on 
coherent J/𝜓 photoproduction in Pb-Pb 
UPCs.

• It is a challenge for global fits to extract the b-dependence of nPDFs, EPS09s, 
Helenius, Honkanen, Salgado, JHEP 1207 (2012) 073.

Author's personal copy

310 L. Frankfurt et al. / Physics Reports 512 (2012) 255–393

Fig. 40. Impact parameter dependence of nuclear shadowing for 40Ca (upper green surfaces) and 208Pb (lower red surfaces). The graphs show the ratio
Rj(x, b,Q 2) of Eq. (132) as a function of x and the impact parameter |Eb| at Q 2 = 4 GeV2. The top panel corresponds to ū-quarks; the bottom panel
corresponds to gluons. For the evaluation of nuclear shadowing, model FGS10_H was used (see the text). (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 41. The ratio fj/A/(ATA(b)fj/N ) as a function of x. The solid curves correspond to the central impact parameter (b = 0); the dotted curves are for the
nPDFs integrated over all b (the same as in Figs. 33 and 34). All curves correspond to Q 2

0 = 4 GeV2 and to model FGS10_H.

Hj
A(x, 0, Eb,Q 2), even if such correlations were absent in the free nucleon GPD. (In Eq. (130) we neglected the x-b correlations

in the nucleon GPDs by neglecting the t dependence of Hj
N(x, 0, t,Q 2) and using Hj

N(x, 0, t,Q 2) ⇡ fj/N(x,Q 2).)
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Exclusive J/𝜓 photoproduction in UPCs 
• Ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs) of ions at large impact parameters → 𝛾A 
scattering at high energies, Baltz et al., Phys. Rept. 480 (2008) 1.   
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jet 2 jet2
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(a) (b)
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J/!,!

(c)

Figure 2: Three types of processes that can be used to study the gluon distributions in nuclei at small x in
UPCs: (a) inclusive photoproduction of two jets with large transverse momenta gives access to the usual gluon
PDF; (b) di!ractive productions of two jets gives access to the di!ractive gluon PDF; (c) exclusive coherent
photoproduction of heavy vector mesons probes the generalized gluon distributions (the impact-parameter-
dependent gluon PDF).

predicted using the leading twist theory of nuclear shadowing [17]. An example of it is presented in
Fig. 3 (left) where we plot the ratio of the gluon distribution in 208Pb over that in the free proton,
gA(x,Q2

0)/[AgN(x,Q
2
0)], as a function of x at Q2

0 = 4 GeV2 (the shaded band labeled FGS10). The
band corresponds to an intrinsic theoretical uncertainty of our approach, see details in [17]. Also, for
comparison, we show the results of the extraction of gA(x,Q2

0)/[AgN(x,Q
2
0)] using the global QCD fits:

EPS09 [14] and HKN07 [13].
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Figure 3: (Left) Predictions for ratio of the gluon distribution in 208Pb to that in the free proton,
gA(x,Q2

0)/[AgN (x,Q2
0)]. (Right) The ratio of the gluon impact-parameter-dependent distribution in 208Pb to

the gluon distribution in the free proton, gA(x,Q2
0, b)/[ATA(b)gN (x,Q2

0)], as a function of the impact parameter
b; TA(b) is the nucleon density.

In UPCs at the LHC, one can directly access the gluon distribution in nuclei through the process of

5

Photon flux from QED:  
- high intensity ~ Z2 
- high photon energy ~ 𝛾L

Photoproduction 
cross section

= J/𝜓 rapidity

d�AA!AAJ/ (y)

dy
= N�/A(y)��A!AJ/ (y) +N�/A(�y)��A!AJ/ (�y)

y = ln[W 2/(2�LmNMV )]

• In leading logarithmic approximation (LLA) of pQCD and 
non-relativistic approximation for charmonium wave function 
(J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S)), Ryskin, Z. Phys. C57 (1993) 89

Z. Phys. C 57, 89-92 (1993) 
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Abstract. Cross section of diffractive J / ~  production in 
deep inelastic scattering in the Born and the leading-log 
approximations of perturbative QCD are calculated. 

I Introduction 

The process of J /7  j electroproduction arouses interest 
due to two reasons. First, it can be calculated within the 
perturbative QCD and second, its cross section is propor- 
tional to the gluon structure function. So, it is a good way 
to study the gluon distribution inside a proton [1, 2]. 

In the reactions of heavy-quark photoproduction 7N--, 
c6X, a popular approach is the "photon-gluon fusion" 
mechanism [3, 1, 4, 5] based on the subprocess 7g~cd. 
The amplitude and cross section of inelastic J~ 7 J produc- 
tion via the same mechanism was calculated in [6] and 
then discussed in [7]. This approach has been called [5] 
diffractive J~ 7 j production, as (in the first approximation) 
the cross section does not depend on energy and there is 
no flavour exchange. Strictly speaking, this is not a true 
diffractive process. There is a colour exchange in this case 
due to the colour of the gluon content in the target; as 

da 
a consequence, the inclusive J/qJ cross section ~zz ~const .  

at z ~  1, instead of the &(1 - z )  or 1/(1 - z )  behaviours that 
are usual for diffractive processes (z is the part of photon 
momenta carried away by the J /7  J meson). 

The goal of this paper is to consider the exclusive (in 
some sense elastic) diffractive J / ~  electroproduction that 
is described by the exchange of a colourless two-gluon 
system*; in the Born approximation by the diagrams in 
Fig. 1. In the leading-log approximation (LLA), instead of 
the simple two-gluon "pomeron" [9], one has to use the 
whole system of LLA ladder diagrams; for t -- 0 this repro- 
duces exactly the gluon structure function ~G(Y, ~2). 

* The model for elastic and diffractive J/~ production based on 
vector meson dominance and pomeron exchange was considered 
recently in [8]. 

Thus, our amplitude is proportional to ~G(Y, ~2) and the 
exclusive diffractive cross sec t ion- to  the square of the 
gluon structure function. Due to this fact, the reaction 
7*+N--*J/Tt+N feels the variation of 2G(Y, ~2) better 
than the inclusive J/~t' cross section, which depends on 
YG(Y, ~2) only linearly. Therefore, this process is one of 
the best ways to measure the role of absorptive correc- 
tions (pomeron cuts contributions) and to observe the 
saturation of gluon density predicted in the frame-work of 
perturbative QCD in 1-10]. 

In Sect. 2 we calculate the amplitude of diffractive J / 7  j 
photoproduction. In Sect. 3 we discuss the spin structure 
of this amplitude and correspondingly the distribution in 
azimuthal angle. In Sect. 4 the numerical estimates of the 
single and double diffractive dissociation cross sections 
are given. 

2 Amplitude of ~,* +p--,J/W+p 

The Born amplitude of 7*+p--*J/~+p reaction is de- 
scribed by the sum of the two diagrams in Fig. 1. As the 
binding energy of S-wave e6-quarks J /7  J system is small 
(much less than the charm quark mass me= m), one can 
follow I-6] and use the nonrelativistic approximation, 
writing the product of two propagators (k and k' in Fig. 1) 
and the J / 7  J vertex (i.e. J / 7  J wave function integrated 
over the relative momenta of c6^quarks k = k '  in J / 7  J 
rest-frame system) in the form g(k+m)Tu. The constant 

~ 7  

l +  

qJ 
k 

a b 

Fig. la, b. Feynman diagrams for diffractive J/7 J production 

d��T!J/ T (W, t = 0)

dt
= C(µ2)

⇥
xGT (x, µ

2)
⇤2

x =
M2

J/ 

W 2
, µ2 = MJ/ /4 = 2.4 GeV2 C(µ2) = M3

J/ �ee⇡
3↵s(µ

2)/(48↵emµ8)
2
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Coherent J/𝜓 photoproduction on nuclei   
• Application to nuclear targets:

Small correction kA/N ≈ 0.90-95 due to 
different skewnesses of nuclear and 
nucleon GPDs

From HERA and LHCb

�A(tmin) =

Z tmin

�1
dt|FA(t)|2

From nuclear 
form factor

• Nuclear suppression factor S (like RpA or RAA)  → direct access to Rg

Nucleus/proton 
gluon ratio Rg

S(W�p) =

"
��Pb!J/ Pb

�IA
�Pb!J/ Pb

#1/2

= A/N
GA(x, µ2)

AGN (x, µ2)
= A/NRg

Guzey, Kryshen, Strikman, Zhalov, PLB 726 (2013) 290,  
Guzey, Zhalov, JHEP 1310 (2013) 207

• Well-defined impulse approximation (IA):

�IA
�A!J/ A(W�p) =

d��p!J/ p(W�p, t = 0)

dt
�A(tmin)

Model-independently from data on 
UPC@LHC (ALICE, CMS) and HERA, 
LHCb Abelev et al. [ALICE], PLB718 (2013) 1273; 
Abbas et al. [ALICE], EPJ C 73 (2013) 2617; [CMS] 
PLB 772 (2017) 489

From global QCD fits of nPDFs or leading 
twist nuclear shadowing model

��A!J/ A(W�p) = 2
A/N

d��p!J/ p(W�p, t = 0)

dt


GA(x, µ2)

AGN (x, µ2)

�2
�A(tmin)
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SPb from ALICE and CMS UPC data vs. theory 

• Good agreement with ALICE data on coherent J/𝜓 photoproduction in Pb-Pb 
UPCs@2.76 TeV  → direct evidence of large gluon NS, Rg(x=6×10-4 - 0.001) ≈ 0.6. 

• Also good description using central value of EPS09, EPPS16, large uncertainty. 
• Color dipole models generally underestimate the suppression, Goncalves, Machado (2011); 

Lappi, Mäntysaari, 2013, but proton shape fluctuations help, Mäntysaari, Schenke, PLB 772 (2017) 681

LTA: Guzey, Zhalov JHEP 1310 (2013) 207 
EPS09: Eskola, Paukkunen, Salgado, JHEP 
0904 (2009) 065 
HKN07: Hirai, Kumano, Nagai, PRC 76 (2007) 
065207 
nDS: de Florian, Sassot, PRD 69 (2004) 074028 
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µ2=3 GeV2
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Run 2 ALICE and LHCb results on exclusive J/𝜓 
photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs  

• Comparison to Impulse approximation and STARlight → indication of “moderate” 
nuclear gluon shadowing:  
• Model of leading-twist shadowing and EPS09 are in good agreement for y ≈0 
• “…none of the models is able to fully describe the rapidity dependence”

Burshe at al. [LHCb], NPA 982 (2019) 247

Coherent J/y and y 0 photoproduction at midrapidity ALICE Collaboration

The ratio of the 2S to 1S charmonium states is:

s coh
y 0
dy

s coh
J/y
dy

= 0.18 ±0.0185(stat.)±0.028(syst.)±0.005(BR). (8)

Many systematic uncertainties of the J/y and y 0 cross section measurements are correlated and cancel
in the cross section ratio. Since the analysis relies on the same data sample and on the same trigger,
the systematic uncertainties of the luminosity evaluation, trigger efficiency, EMD correction and ITS-
TPC matching of leptons were considered as fully correlated. The AD and V0 offline veto uncertainty
is partially correlated, so the difference of the uncertainties for y 0 and J/y is taken into account in
the uncertainty of the ratio. The systematic uncertainties connected to the signal extraction, incoherent
contamination and the branching ratio are considered uncorrelated between the two measurements. The
dominant uncertainty comes from the uncorrelated part of the AD and V0 veto uncertainty for y 0.

5 Discussion

Figure 6 shows the rapidity-differential cross section of the coherent photoproduction of J/y and y 0 vec-
tor mesons in Pb–Pb UPCs including previous ALICE measurements of J/y at forward rapidity [24].
At midrapidity, J/y measurements performed in absolute rapidity ranges are shown at positive rapidities
and reflected into negative rapidities. The ALICE measurements are compared to several models which
are discussed in the following:

The impulse approximation, taken from STARlight [43], is based on data from exclusive J/y photopro-
duction off protons and neglects all nuclear effects except for the coherence. The square root of the ratio
of experimental cross sections to the impulse approximation is 0.65±0.03 for J/y and 0.66±0.06 for
y 0, where statistical and systematic uncertainties of the ALICE measurements and a conservative 10%
uncertainty on the impulse approximation are added in quadrature. The obtained nuclear suppression
factor reflects the magnitude of the nuclear gluon shadowing factor at typical Bjorken-x values in the
range (0.3,1.4)⇥ 10�3 and is in good agreement with Rg(x ⇠ 10�3) = 0.61+0.05

�0.04 obtained in Ref. [18]
from the J/y cross section measurement in UPCs at

p
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
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Figure 6: Measured differential cross section of the coherent J/y (left) and y 0 (right) photoproduction in Pb–Pb
UPC events. The error bars (boxes) show the statistical (systematic) uncertainties. The theoretical calculations are
also shown. The green band represents the uncertainties of the EPS09 LO calculation.
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Figure 3: Di↵erential cross-section for coherent J/ production compared to di↵erent phe-

nomenological predictions. The LHCb measurements are shown as points, where inner and outer

error bars represent the statistical and the total uncertainties respectively.

6 Conclusions and prospects189

The coherent J/ production cross-section times branching fraction in PbPb collisions at190 p
sNN = 5TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 10µb�1, is measured191

to be � = 5.3±0.2 (stat)±0.5 (syst)±0.7 (lumi)mb. The measurement uses J/ mesons192

reconstructed in the dimuon final state with reconstructed pT < 1GeV and 2.0 < y < 4.5,193

where muons are detected within the pseudorapidity region 2.0 < ⌘ < 4.5. The cross-194

section is also measured in five bins of J/ rapidity and the results are compared to195

predictions from di↵erent phenomenological models.196

There are ongoing studies to increase the pseudorapidity coverage by using the197

HeRSCheL forward shower counters [27]. The HeRSCheL counters were used in198

Ref. [21], resulting in lower backgrounds. A reduction of the incoherent background is199

expected after vetoing significant energy detected in HeRSCheL, as shown in Fig 4.200
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Imaging of nuclear gluons at small x   
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• In case of non-negligible nuclear shadowing, 𝛾A → J/𝜓A cross section should 
be modified: 

d��A!J/ A

dt
=

d��p!J/ p(t = 0)

dt

✓
Rg,A

Rg,p

◆2 ✓ gA(x, µ2)

Agp(x, µ2)

◆2

F 2
A(t)
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• Answer in terms of nuclear GPD in the x1=x2 limit, i.e. in terms of impact-
parameter-dependent nPDF fj/A(x,Q02,b), Guzey, Strikman, Zhalov, PRC 95 (2017) 025204

• Correlations between b and x → shift of t-dependence of 𝛾A → J/𝜓A cross 
section:                                 
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FIG. 1. The d!"A!V A(W"p)/dt cross section for # (upper panel)
and J/$ (lower panel) for 208Pb normalized to its value at t = tmin

as a function of |t |. The cross sections are calculated at W"p = 62
GeV for # and W"p = 124 GeV for J/$ , corresponding to the LHC
Run 2

"
sNN = 5.02 TeV and y = 0. The resulting t dependence is

compared with that given by the normalized nuclear form factor
squared |FA(t)/A|2. For the # meson, we also show the result of the
calculation at W"p = 10 GeV corresponding to the RHIC kinematics
(the green dashed line labeled “RHIC”).

For the t dependence of the elementary "p ! J/$p cross260

section, we use the following simple exponential form:261

d!"p!J/$p(W"p)
dt

= d!"p!J/$p(t = 0)
dt

eBJ/$ t , (12)

where BJ/$ (W"p) = 4.5 + 0.4 ln(W"p/90 GeV), which de-262

scribes well the HERA data on the t dependence of the263

cross section of J/$ photoproduction on the proton; see, e.g.,264

Ref. [12].265

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION266

Figure 1 shows our results for the d!"A!V A(W"p)/dt cross267

section for # (upper panel) and J/$ (lower panel) coherent268

photoproduction on 208Pb as a function of |t |. The cross269

sections are normalized to their values at t = tmin, where270

tmin = #m2
NM4

#/W 4
"p, and are evaluated at W"p = 62 GeV for271

# and W"p = 124 GeV for J/$ , which corresponds to y = 0272

for Pb-Pb UPCs at
"

sNN = 5.02 TeV. In the upper panel, the273

red solid curve labeled “mVMD-GGM” corresponds to Eq. (3).274

In the lower panel, the red solid curve labeled “LTA” shows the275

result of Eq. (9) calculated with the lower value of !3, which 276

corresponds to the upper limit on the shadowing effect for J/$ 277

photoproduction. For reference, we also show the normalized 278

nuclear form factor squared obtained by using the nucleon 279

density of 208Pb of Ref. [41] [the blue dot-dashed curve labeled 280

“|FA(t)/A|2”]. In the #-meson case, we also show the result of 281

the calculation at W"p = 10 GeV corresponding to the RHIC 282

kinematics (the green dashed line labeled “RHIC”). One can 283

see that the normalized momentum-transfer distribution is a 284

weak function of W"p between the RHIC and LHC energies. 285

One can see from the figure that nuclear shadowing 286

modifies the t dependence of d!"A!V A(W"p)/dt by shifting 287

the positions of the diffractive minima and maxima towards 288

smaller values of |t |. For instance, the shift of the first minimum 289

is %pt $ 18 MeV for # and %pt $ 14 MeV for J/$ . Note that, 290

in the #-meson case, the predicted t dependence very weakly 291

depends on details of the model of cross-section fluctuations. 292

In the J/$ case, the effect of cross-section fluctuations is 293

implicit in Eq. (9) and the %pt shift depends on the value of the 294

average !3 cross section, which has a significant uncertainty 295

and constrained to lie in the !3 = 26–45 mb interval. The 296

result of the calculation with the lower value of !3, which 297

corresponds to the scenario with the larger gluon shadowing in 298

the leading twist model of nuclear shadowing [36], is presented 299

in Fig. 1. For the larger value of !3 and the correspondingly 300

smaller gluon shadowing, the modification of the t distribution 301

of d!"A!J/$A(W"p)/dt compared with |FA(t)/A|2 is smaller; 302

the corresponding shift is %pt $ 6 MeV. 303

The shift of the t dependence of the d!"A!V A(W"p)/dt 304

cross section shown in Fig. 1 can be interpreted as an increase 305

(broadening) in the impact-parameter space of the nucleon 306

density in nuclei in the case of # and the nuclear gluon 307

distribution in the case of J/$ . Characterizing the average 308

transverse size of these distributions by the equivalent radius 309

of RA, one can estimate the relative increase of RA as 310

%RA/RA $ %pt/pt , which gives %RA/RA $ 1.14 for # and 311

%RA/RA $ 1.05–1.11 for J/$ . The latter estimate agrees 312

with the results of the analysis of the average transverse size 313

of the nuclear gluon distribution of Ref. [36]. The transverse 314

broadening of the nuclear gluon and sea quark distributions 315

caused by nuclear shadowing can also be studied in other 316

exclusive processes such as, e.g., deeply virtual Compton 317

scattering, where it leads to dramatic oscillations of the 318

beam-spin cross-section asymmetry [36]. 319

Figure 2 shows our predictions for d!AA!#A%A(y = 320

0)/dydt as a function of |t | (top panel) and d!AA!#A%A(y = 321

0)/dydpt as a function of pt (bottom panel) for Pb-Pb UPCs 322

at
"

sNN = 5.02 TeV for Run 2 at the LHC (A% denotes both 323

coherent A% = A and incoherent A% &= A cases). The blue 324

dot-dashed and black dotted curves give the coherent [Eqs. (1) 325

and (3)] and incoherent [Eq. (4)] contributions, respectively; 326

the red solid curve is the sum of the coherent and incoherent 327

terms. One can see from the figure that, although the incoherent 328

contribution partially fills in the first diffractive minimum in 329

the t dependence, the minimum still remains visible and its 330

position as a function of |t | or pt is unaffected. 331

The differential d!AA!J/$A%A(y = 0)/dydt cross section 332

for J/$ photoproduction is shown in Fig. 3. The upper panel 333

corresponds to the calculations with the higher leading twist 334

005200-4

• Resulting shift = 5-11% broadening in impact parameter space of gluon nPDF 

• Similar effect is predicted to be caused by saturation, Cisek, Schafer, Szczurek, PRC86 (2012) 
014905; Lappi, Mäntysaari, PRC 87 (2013) 032201; Toll, Ullrich, PRC87 (2013) 024913; Goncalves, Navarra, Spiering, 
arXiv:1701.04340  

Guzey, Strikman, Zhalov, PRC 95 (2017) 025204

First measurement of the |t|-dependence of coherent J/! photonuclear productionALICE Collaboration
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Figure 2: Dependence on |t| of the photonuclear cross section for the coherent photoproduction of J/! off Pb
compared with model predictions [10, 11, 26] (top panel). Model to data ratio for each prediction in each measured
point (bottom panel). The uncertainties are split to those originating from experiment and to those originating from
the correction to go from the UPC to the photonuclear cross section.
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Новые ограничения на ядерную глюонную 
плотность из фоторождения J/𝜓  

• Строго говоря, анализ данных по когерентному фоторождению J/𝜓 в Pb-
Pb УПС требует учета многих эффектов (связь обобщенных и обычных 
партонных плотностей, радиационные и релятивистские поправки). 
• Вместо полноценного совместного анализа всех данных, можно оценить 
влияние фактора ядерного подавления, который мы извлекли из данных, 
на текущие неопределенности глюонной плотности, используя метод 
статистического взвешивания, Guzey, Kryshen, Strikman, Zhalov, PLB 816 (2021) 136202

29

the ALICE data points at y = 0 from Run 1 [37] and Run 2 [42] (the first and 15th entries in
Table 1, respectively) unambiguously and model-independently correspond to

SPb(x = 0.00112) = 0.62± 0.057 ,

SPb(x = 6.17⇥ 10�4) = 0.63± 0.025 . (9)

The shape of SPb(x) as a function of x is unconstrained. In this work, we use the following
simple piece-wise parametrization of SPb(x)

SPb(x) =

8
<

:

a+ b1 ln(x1/x0) + b2 ln(x/x1) , for x � x1

a+ b1 ln(x/x0) , for x1 > x > x0 ,
a+ c ln(x/x0) , for x  x0 ,

(10)

where x0 ⇡ 5 ⇥ 10�4 � 10�3, x1 ⇡ 0.01 � 0.05, and c � 0. Our fit function contains four free
parameters: a is determined by Eq. (9) and b1,2 and c are largely constrained by the low-energy
W�

�p and the high-energy W+
�p contributions to the UPC cross sections, respectively. The ranges

of tried values of x0 and x1 are motivated by Eq. (9) and the shapes of the EPPS16 [7] and
nCTEQ15 [5] nPDFs, respectively. The form of the parametrization in Eq. (10) also allows for
di↵erent slopes of SPb(x) in di↵erent regions of x, including the possibility of a slow x dependence
for x  x0 and a rapid x dependence for x � x1, which is analogous to those encoded in the
EPPS16 and nCTEQ15 nPDFs. Note that we require that c � 0, which is part of our model
assuming that the factor of nuclear suppression is a monotonic function of x in the considered
interval of 10�5 < x < 0.05.

The results of the fit are presented in Tables 2 and 3, where Table 2 summarizes the values
of the parameters of the fit and Table 3 gives the values of �2 for 17 data points used in the fit.
Several comments are in order here. First, while we chose to use x0 = 0.00112 and x1 = 0.01, the
values of the parameters a, b1, b2, and c and �2 weakly depend on the exact values of x0 and x1

as long as they are varied in the intervals x0 ⇡ 5 ⇥ 10�4 � 10�3 and x1 ⇡ 0.01 � 0.05. Second,
while the fit returns su�ciently good �2/d.o.f. = 0.76, more than half of the total value of �2

comes from the Run 2 ALICE data at forward rapidity. This indicates that the Run 2 ALICE
and LHCb data at forward rapidity are somewhat mutually inconsistent, see also the lower panel
of Fig. 2. For instance, decreasing the normalization of these ALICE data points by the typical
value of the correlated systematic uncertainty of 6% will reduce by half the value of �2 without
noticeably changing the values of the fit parameters.

The resulting SPb(x) as a function of x is shown in Fig. 1; the shaded band represents the
uncertainty of the fit. Also, we show the values of SPb(x = 0.00112) and SPb(x = 6.17 ⇥ 10�4)
extracted from the Run 1 and Run 2 ALICE data at y = 0, see Eq. (9), and SPb(x = 0.042)
determined using the fixed-target Fermilab data [open square with the corresponding uncertainty,
see Eq. (12) and the discussion below].

Several features of the obtained results are noteworthy. First, the fit favors a flat behavior of
SPb(x) ⇡ 0.6 for x  0.001. However, within significant uncertainties at small x, a slow decrease
of SPb(x) in the small-x limit is also not excluded. This agrees with the small-x behavior of the
gA(x, µ2)/[Agp(x, µ2)] ratio of the nuclear and proton gluon distributions assumed in the EPS09 [3],
EPPS16 [7], and nCTEQ15 [5] nPDFs and is consistent within uncertainties with predictions of

6

2. Nuclear suppression factor for coherent J/ photoproduction on nuclei

In UPCs, both colliding nuclei serve as a source of quasi-real photons and a target. Therefore,
using the method of equivalent photons [44, 45], the cross section of coherent J/ photoproduction
in symmetric Pb-Pb UPCs is given by a sum of the following two terms

d�AA!J/ AA(
p
sNN , y)

dy
= N�/A(W

+
�p)��A!J/ A(W

+
�p) +N�/A(W

�
�p)��A!J/ A(W

�
�p) , (1)

where y is the rapidity of J/ , N�/A(W�p) is the photon flux, and ��A!J/ A(W�p) is the photopro-
duction cross section containing all details of the strong photon-nucleus interaction and production
of J/ . Note that interference of the two terms in Eq. (1) is sizable only at very small values of
the J/ transverse momentum [46] and hence can be safely neglected.

In the laboratory frame (coinciding with centre-of-mass system in our kinematics), the measured
rapidity of J/ can be related to the invariant photon-nucleon energy W�p,

W±
�p =

p
2ENMJ/ e

±y/2 , (2)

where EN is the nuclear beam energy per nucleon and MJ/ is the mass of J/ . The ambiguity
in W�p for y 6= 0 is a reflection of the presence of two terms in Eq. (1), where the first term
corresponds to the right-moving photon source and the plus sign in Eq. (2) and the second term
corresponds to the left-moving photon source and the minus sign in Eq. (2) (provided that y is
defined with respect to the right-moving nucleus emitting the photon).

To avoid inelastic strong ion-ion interactions destroying the coherence condition, the photon
flux in Eq. (1) is calculated as convolution over the impact parameter ~b of the flux of quasireal
photons emitted by an ultrarelativistic charged ion N�/A(!,~b) [44, 45] with the probability not to

have inelastic strong ion-ion interactions �AA(~b) = exp(��NN

R
d2~b1TA(~b1)TA(~b�~b1)):

N�/A(W�p) =

Z
d2~bN�/A(!,~b)�AA(~b) , (3)

where ! = W 2
�p/(4EN) is the photon energy; �NN is the total nucleon-nucleon cross section;

TA(~b) =
R
dz⇢A(~b, z) is the so-called nuclear optical density, which is calculated using the Woods-

Saxon (two-parameter Fermi model) parametrization of the nuclear density ⇢A [47]. One should
emphasize that the precise determination of the photon flux using Eq. (3) in a wide range of ! is
essential for the analysis of the present work. The validity of the equivalent photon approximation
and a model [48, 49] generalizing Eq. (3) were successfully tested in electromagnetic dissociation
with neutron emission in Pb-Pb UPCs [50].

The UPC cross section (1) is subject to nuclear modifications, which originate from the photon
flux and the photoproduction cross section and which in general depend on the rapidity y and
the collision energy

p
sNN . To quantify the magnitude of nuclear corrections due to the strong

dynamics encoded in the photoproduction cross section and to separate the two contributions in
Eq. (1), it is convenient to introduce the nuclear suppression factor of SPb(x) by the following
relation, see Refs. [32, 33]:

SPb(x) =

s
��A!J/ A(W�p)

�IA
�A!J/ A(W�p)

, (4)
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The results of the fit are presented in Tables 2 and 3, where Table 2 summarizes the values
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while the fit returns su�ciently good �2/d.o.f. = 0.76, more than half of the total value of �2

comes from the Run 2 ALICE data at forward rapidity. This indicates that the Run 2 ALICE
and LHCb data at forward rapidity are somewhat mutually inconsistent, see also the lower panel
of Fig. 2. For instance, decreasing the normalization of these ALICE data points by the typical
value of the correlated systematic uncertainty of 6% will reduce by half the value of �2 without
noticeably changing the values of the fit parameters.

The resulting SPb(x) as a function of x is shown in Fig. 1; the shaded band represents the
uncertainty of the fit. Also, we show the values of SPb(x = 0.00112) and SPb(x = 6.17 ⇥ 10�4)
extracted from the Run 1 and Run 2 ALICE data at y = 0, see Eq. (9), and SPb(x = 0.042)
determined using the fixed-target Fermilab data [open square with the corresponding uncertainty,
see Eq. (12) and the discussion below].

Several features of the obtained results are noteworthy. First, the fit favors a flat behavior of
SPb(x) ⇡ 0.6 for x  0.001. However, within significant uncertainties at small x, a slow decrease
of SPb(x) in the small-x limit is also not excluded. This agrees with the small-x behavior of the
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Figure 1: SPb(x) as a function of x, see Eq. (10), fitted to all available data on coherent J/ photoproduction in

Pb-Pb UPCs at the LHC, see text for details. The shaded band represents the uncertainty due to errors of the fit

parameters. The ALICE data points at y = 0 from Run 1 and Run 2 are shown by the filled circle and an open

triangle with the associated error, respectively, see Eq. (9). The Fermilab data converted into SPb(x) at hxi = 0.042
is shown by an open square with the corresponding uncertainty, see Eq. (12).

3. Implications for nuclear PDFs

As discussed in the Introduction, coherent J/ photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs at the LHC
can be used to obtain new constraints on the nuclear gluon distribution at small x. Indeed,
in the leading logarithmic approximation of perturbative pQCD and in the static limit for the
charmonium wave function, the cross section of exclusive J/ photoproduction is proportional to
the gluon density of the target squared [66]

d��T!J/ T (W�p, t = 0)

dt
/ [gT (x, µ

2)]2 , (13)

where x = M2
J/ /W

2
�p; µ is the factorization (resolution) scale determined by the mass of the

charm quark. Applying this result to nuclear targets and accounting for the transverse momentum
dependence via the nuclear form factor FA(t), one obtains [33]

��A!J/ A(W�p) = 2A/N

d��p!J/ p(W�p, t = 0)

dt


gA(x, µ2)

AgN(x, µ2)

�2 Z 1

|tmin|
dt|FA(t)|2 , (14)

where 2A/N = (1 + ⌘2A)R̄
2
g,A/[(1 + ⌘2p)R̄

2
g,p] is a factor taking into account the slightly di↵erent

x dependence of the nuclear and proton gluon distributions (⌘ is the ratio of the real to the
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see, e.g., Refs. [12, 35, 75, 76], to the discussed UPC data. Below we outline main steps of the
method.

For a given set of nPDFs, one generates a large number of replicas Nrep (one usually takes
Nrep = 10, 000), which are labeled by index k,

gkA(x, µ
2) = g0A(x, µ

2) +
1

2

NX

i=1

�
gi+A (x, µ2)� gi�A (x, µ2)

�
Rki , (16)

where g0A(x, µ
2) and gi±A (x, µ2) are the central value and error PDFs corresponding to the eigenvec-

tor i [the number of eigenvectors (fit parameters) isN = 20 for EPPS16 and N = 16 for nCTEQ15];
Rki are random numbers from the normal distribution centered at zero with the standard deviation
of unity. For each replica, we estimate how well it reproduces the ratios

p
(d�/dy)/(d�IA/dy)] in

Table 1 by calculating the corresponding �2
k

�2
k =

NdataX

j=1

⇣p
(d�/dy)/(d�IA/dy)

(j) �R(j)
Pb,k

⌘2

⇣
�
p
(d�/dy)/(d�IA/dy)

(j)
⌘2 , (17)

where j labels the data points (Ndata = 17);
p
(d�/dy)/(d�IA/dy)

(j)
and �

p
(d�/dy)/(d�IA/dy)

(j)

are the cross section ratios and their uncertainties given by the last column in Table 1; R(j)
Pb,k stand

for the right-hand side of Eq. (8) evaluated using SPb(x) = gkA(x, µ
2)/[AgN(x, µ2)] at point j [see

Eq. (13)]. Based on these �2
k, one assigns each replica its statistical weight wk,

wk = Nnorme
� 1

2�
2
k/T , (18)

where T is the tolerance associated with a given set of PDFs, in particular, T = 52 for EPPS16
and T = 35 for nCTEQ15; Nnorm = Nrep(

P
i e

� 1
2�

2
i /T )�1 is the normalization constant chosen to

satisfy the condition
P

k wk = Nrep.
The essence of the reweighting method is that instead of performing a new global QCD fit of

nPDFs, one can quantify the influence of the UPC data, which were not used in the original fits,
on the EPPS16 and nCTEQ15 nPDFs. Using the weights wk, one calculates the new, reweighted
central values and uncertainties of the nuclear gluon distributions

hgA(x, µ2)i =
1

Nrep

NrepX

k=1

wkg
k
A(x, µ

2) ,

�hgA(x, µ2)i =

"
1

Nrep

NrepX

k=1

wk

�
gkA(x, µ

2)� hgA(x, µ2)i
�2
#1/2

.

(19)

The results of this reweighting procedure are shown in the upper (EPPS16) and middle (nCTEQ15)
panels of Fig. 3 and represented by the gray dotted curves and the inner shaded error bands. One
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The results of this reweighting procedure are shown in the upper (EPPS16) and middle (nCTEQ15)
panels of Fig. 3 and represented by the gray dotted curves and the inner shaded error bands. One
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Figure 3: SPb(x) and the Rg(x, µ2
) = gA(x, µ2

)/[AgN (x, µ2
)] ratios of the nuclear and nucleon gluon distributions

as functions of x, which were evaluated using the EPPS16 (top) and nCTEQ15 (middle) nPDFs, and predictions

of the leading twist model of nuclear shadowing (bottom) at µ2
= 3 GeV

2
. In the upper and middle panels, the

dot-dashed curves and the outer shaded bands give the central values and uncertainties of the corresponding nPDFs,

respectively; the dotted curves and the inner bands show the result of the reweighting, see text for details.
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The results of this reweighting procedure are shown in the upper (EPPS16) and middle (nCTEQ15)
panels of Fig. 3 and represented by the gray dotted curves and the inner shaded error bands. One
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l УПС ионов являются важным компонентом физической программы БАК 
и позволяют изучать открытые вопросы структуры протонов и ядер в КХД. 

l Изучение УПС приобретает все большую важность и рассматривается 
как прототип измерений на планируемых ускорителях (EIC, LHeC/FCC). 

l Когерентное фоторождение ρ мезонов в Pb-Pb УПС позволяет уточнить 
модели адронной структуры фотона и механизма ядерной экранировки и 
указывает на важность неупругой (Грибовской) экранировки. 

l Когерентное фоторождение J/𝜓 в Pb-Pb УПС указывает на большие 
ядерные экранировки ядерной глюонной плотности при малых х, 
Rg(x=6×10-4-10-3, µ2 ≈ 3 GeV2) ≈ 0.6, дает новые ограничения на эту 
фундаментальную величину и позволяет получить 3х мерную картину 
глюонной плотности в ядрах.  

Заключение


